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Abstract 
Changes in retinal vascular parameters have been shown to be associated with 
systemic vascular diseases. The current assessment of retinal vascular parameters is 
based on a solo captured image and computer assisted measurement. The solo image 
assessment ignores the short term, dynamic change of the retinal vessel and its impact 
on the measurement. Variation in retinal vessel diameter during the cardiac cycle has 
been debated in the past, while other retinal vascular parameters have never been 
verified if affected by the cardiac cycle. There is a lack of comprehensive study on the 
various sources of variation. This thesis has comprehensively studied the variations 
from the various sources: (i) human cardiac cycle; (ii) multiple graders; (iii) different 
software; (iv) repeated photographs; (v) region of interest; (vi) the summary method 
and (vii) measurement protocol. The results showed there was significant change of 
retinal individual vessel diameters during the cardiac cycle while this change became 
non-significant after the individual vessel diameters were summarised using a summary 
method. Other retinal vascular parameters, such as tortuosity, branching angle, LDR 
and fractal dimension, had little to no variation over the cardiac cycle. Significant 
variations were found between graders and different measurement software.  
This thesis has shown that variation due to the cardiac cycle can be minimised 
using the ECG synchronised retinal photographs. The work has also suggested that the 
significant variations between different graders and the measurement software should 
be considered in all future studies when comparing their results. Number of strategies 
such as minimum length of measured vessel that reduce the variability in the 
measurement have also been identified, and these should be considered when 
developing new methodologies. 
To summarise, this thesis has identified variations and their sources in retinal 
vascular assessment that will contribute to reduce the variability of vessel 
measurements leading to improved clinical assessment and identified techniques to 
mitigate some of these.  
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1.1   Introduction 
Retinal imaging provides the only non-invasive visualisation of the 
microvascular system. Retinal vascular parameters, such as vessel diameter, tortuosity, 
branching angle, length to diameter ratio (LDR), optimality deviation and fractal 
dimensions (Wong et al., 2002a, Cheung et al., 2011a, Witt et al., 2006, Sasongko et al., 
2010, Kawasaki et al., 2011), are useful measurements of the retinal vasculature. These 
parameters are associated with disease conditions such as hypertension, stroke, diabetes, 
coronary heart disease, glaucoma and aging (Wong et al., 2006b, Kaushik et al., 2007, 
Lindley et al., 2009, Wong et al., 2006a, Kifley et al., 2007, Sasongko et al., 2010, Klein 
et al., 2007, Amerasinghe et al., 2008). 
Retinal vascular assessment methods have evolved with advancement of 
computers, and image acquisition and analysis techniques. Digital cameras replaced the 
film camera and the captured image can be displayed directly on screen and stored 
digitally. Computer assisted analysis has made the measurements more reliable (Couper 
et al., 2002) and retinal imaging is now a routine ophthalmic examination.  
The diameter measurement of the retinal vessels has been widely studied and the 
changes in diameters have shown association with systemic diseases, genetic and 
environmental factors (Wong et al., 2006b, Wong et al., 2006a, Xing et al., 2006). There 
are individual differences in human retinal vasculature, such as vessel size, vessel 
distribution pattern and number of vessels (Liew et al., 2008). The summary method 
has been developed to measure retinal vessel diameters quantitatively and to eliminate 
the variations caused by the individual differences. The individual measures of retinal 
arterioles and venules are paired and summarised into the central retinal arteriolar 
equivalent (CRAE) and the central retinal venular equivalent (CRVE) using the 
summary formulas developed in 1974 and 1999 (Parr and Spears, 1974, Hubbard et al., 
1999) and revised in 2003 (Knudtson et al., 2003). The term retinal vessel summary 
diameter is referred as CRAE and CRVE in this thesis. 
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The issues of variation in retinal vascular assessment have been raised earlier and 
a number of sources of variation have been proposed. Retinal pulsation and retinal 
vascular change during the cardiac cycle have been considered to be one cause of 
variation, though the extent and origin of retinal pulsation is not accepted by all (Legler 
and Jonas, 2009, Kain et al., 2010). Chen et al (1994) reported on the variation in the 
individual vessel diameter during the human cardiac cycle, with retinal arterial and 
venous diameters varying 3.46% and 4.82% respectively and following the rhythm of 
the cardiac cycle. Similar or larger variations were reported in retinal arterioles and 
venules measured at different points in the cardiac cycle by Dumskyj et al (1996) and 
Knudtson et al (2004) using ECG synchronised retinal photography. Reshef (1999) 
studied the variation during the human cardiac cycle (termed ‘cardiac variation’ in this 
thesis) and its impact on retinal vessel summary diameters using ECG synchronised 
retinal photographs.  Large variations were found and assessment results were different 
when using and not using ECG synchronisation.  
Another source of variation in the retinal vessel is the choice of vessels and the 
difference between repeated imaging. Significant variations in the summary diameters 
were noticed in images taken on different days at different locations (Kofoed et al., 
2009) despite the strict rule of vessel selection process (Neubaruer et al., 2008). Reshef 
(1999) reported a significant variation between different photographs taken at the same 
point in the cardiac cycle, 3.9% for CRVE and 5.6% for CRAE. 
Other sources of variation were found due to difference between graders (Sherry 
et al., 2002) and different software programs (Yip et al., 2012). Studying the variations 
in retinal vascular measurements is essential to improve the clinical outcomes of the 
modality, and develop the basis for universal guidelines and for reporting comparable 
studies. 
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1.2  Problem Statement  
The current method of retinal photography method in retinal vascular assessment 
is to take an image of the human retina manually and instantaneously at a random time, 
though cardiac cycle synchronised retinal photography was suggested for accurate 
assessment results (Dumskyj et al., 1996). Few studies have investigated different 
sources of variation in retinal vascular measurement and assessment. However, there 
are a number of limitations in these studies such as experimental equipment, protocol 
and size. The effect size was questionable in a study where an experiment was 
conducted on one subject with 30 repeated photographs (Knudtson et al., 2004). 
Accurate cardiac cycle synchronisation with photography is critical for the assessment 
of cardiac variation but has not been described (Chen et al., 1994, Reshef, 1999). The 
manual triggering in other studies (Dumskyj et al., 1996, Knudtson et al., 2004), such 
as foot switch depression and observation of R-wave, induced uncertain time delays 
and is questionable. None of the previous studies has considered heart rate variability.  
Another concern is that recent advancement in retinal image analysis has resulted 
in a number of features of the vasculature other than the vessel diameter used in current 
retinal vascular assessments, such as tortuosity, branching angle and LDR. No study 
has examined the variability of these parameters over the cardiac cycle. 
Apart from the cardiac variation, the dependency of the measurement on the 
expertise of graders (Couper et al., 2002, Sherry et al., 2002) has been of concern. There 
is also differences between the protocols of different measurement software (Yip et al., 
2012), such as the region of interest, and this may also cause concern for interpreting 
the results. While previous researchers have studied individual sources of variations; 
however, no study has comprehensively measured all of the factors simultaneously and 
determined the combined influence.  
Progressing to determine the variability in the retinal vasculature over the cardiac 
cycle, continuous retinal vessel diameter assessment has been proposed for enhancing 
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the physiological information (Heitmar et al., 2010). Multiple frames of retinal images 
are expected to provide a more reliable measure of diameter change (Dumskyj et al., 
1996). However, the methodology needs to be developed.  
 
1.3  Hypotheses 
This thesis aims to assess the sources of variation in retinal vascular assessment. 
This thesis has tested the following hypothesis: 
i. There are significant variations in retinal vascular assessment due to factors 
such as the cardiac cycle, repeated photographs, different graders and 
differences in the software and measurement protocols. 
ii. ECG synchronised retinal photographs are able to reduce the cardiac variation.  
 
1.4  Aim and Objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to examine the variations and their sources in retinal 
vascular assessment and to improve the precision of measurement. The objectives are 
to: 
i. Develop proper methodology to study variations in retinal vascular assessment. 
ii. Investigate the variations in retinal vascular parameters over the cardiac cycle. 
iii. Investigate the variations caused by differences between graders, software and 
measurement protocols. 
iv. Examine the effect of the summary method on variation elimination in retinal 
vessel diameter measurement. 
v. Identify techniques to minimise the systemic error and human bias in the 
measurement. 
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vi. Develop methods to assess the variability of retinal vessels in time series retinal 
images for future study of retinal vessel dynamic change.  
This research comprehensively studies the variations and their sources in retinal 
vascular assessment. It reports the impact of the cardiac cycle on retinal vascular 
parameters that are used in clinical assessment. This analysis has a direct impact on the 
clinical application of these techniques. ECG synchronised retinal photography is 
redesigned and the study suggests the variation reduction in retinal vascular 
measurement using improved ECG synchronised photography and identified 
measurement.  
 
1.5  Outline of the Thesis 
The chapters of the thesis are organized as follows: 
Chapter 1 describes the overall thesis with introduction, problem statement, the 
hypothesis and the aims, and objectives of the work.  
Chapter 2 presents a brief introduction to the human retina, history of retinal 
imaging, retinal imaging devices, retinal image analysis, retinal vascular assessment 
and currently used retinal vascular parameters. 
Chapter 3 describes the methodology and experiment details, including retinal 
image acquisition and retinal vascular measurement methods. 
Chapter 4 reports the analysis of the impact of the cardiac cycle on retinal 
vascular parameters. 
Chapter 5 investigates the variations in repeated photographs and the effects of 
graders and software. The issue of minimising cardiac variation using ECG 
synchronisation is discussed.  
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Chapter 6 studies the summary methods for variation elimination and discusses 
the advantages and disadvantages. The impact of different measurement protocols is 
also discussed. A number of improvements to minimise the variations are suggested. 
Chapter 7 presents the methodology of the visualisation and measurement of 
retinal vessel dynamic change. 
Chapter 8 concludes the findings of this thesis and discusses future studies to be 
undertaken. 
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2.1 Human Retina 
The retina lines the inner surface of the eye with multiple layered structures, as 
shown in Figure 2.1. The photoreceptor cells in the retina layers sense the light and the 
signals are then transferred to the brain via the optic nerve. The retina is considered a 
part of the central nervous system. Retinal blood supply includes two circulations - 
uveal and retinal circulations. The uveal circulation supplies blood to the eye uvea layer 
and outer and middle layers of the retina, while the retinal circulation supplies the inner 
layer of the retina. The central arteriole and venule bifurcate several times and form the 
blood supply network with a unique structure pattern. The retina is the only part of the 
human body where the central nervous system and microcirculation system can be 
visualised non-invasively (Encyclopaedia, 1987).  
 
 
Figure 2.1 Human eye structure and retinal image captured through pupil. 
 
2.2 Retina (Fundus) Imaging 
The retina can be visualised with the aid of devices. Czech scientist Jan Evangelista 
Purkinje invented the principles of ophthalmoscope and his sketches of retinal 
vasculature were published in 1823 (Jan Evangelista Purkyně, 1823). The first image 
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of the retina was published by the Dutch ophthalmologist Van Trigt in 1853 after the 
ophthalmoscope was reinvented and improved by several ophthalmologists (Von 
Helmholtz, 1851). The ophthalmoscope allows the ophthalmologist a direct view of a 
patient’s retina using external lighting. Since then, retinal examination became routine 
for ophthalmologists. In 1910, Gullstrand developed the fundus camera and won the 
Nobel Prize for his invention. His concept of the fundus camera is still used for retinal 
imaging today (Gullstrand, 1910). The fundus camera builds an optical path between 
the retina and a camera body. The internal electronic flash sharing the optical path with 
a reflex mirror provides maximum illumination to the retina and best photography angle. 
Photography using the fundus camera requires direct illumination to the eye through a 
relatively small sized pupil. Operation of the pupil dilation by an ophthalmic 
professional was required.  
With the development of digital imaging technology, digital imaging was quickly 
adapted for retinal imaging. The instant feedback of digital imaging ensures high image 
quality and the operator is able to adjust exposure settings and camera alignment 
instantly. In addition, it enhances communication with patients. Digital retinal imaging 
is believed to be the future as hardware and software continue to evolve and improve 
in quality (Saine et al., 2002). 
Some examples of retinal imaging modalities and techniques are briefly 
introduced as follows (Saine et al., 2002): 
• Ophthalmoscope 
An ophthalmoscope provides a direct view of the retina with external illumination 
at an angle. There is no recording device attached to capture an image or video. The 
view of the retina is narrow. The advanced Panoptic® ophthalmoscope can have 15 
degrees angle of view.  
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• Retinal Camera  
The retinal camera is a low-power microscope with an internal electronic flash 
and mounted with a 35mm single-lens reflex (SLR) camera or digital SLR camera body. 
The focus of the retinal camera lens can be adjusted to compensate for refractive errors 
in the patient’s eye. Illumination to the retina is delivered axially and shares the optical 
path using a reflective mirror box. Most retinal cameras require manual adjustment of 
the focus and alignment by the operator. The operator can preview the retina on the 
screen with built-in infrared illumination before the image is captured.  
Retinal camera techniques have developed in the aspects of: (i) higher image 
resolution; (ii) non-mydriatic. Dilatation of the pupils is not required; and (iii) wider 
angle of view. Retinal camera has a replaceable digital camera body that can be updated 
to higher resolution. Current retinal cameras have a 30 to 60 degree view of retina 
without pupil dilation. The larger angle of view can be achieved using wide-angle 
retinal cameras that often need to illuminate a broader area of retina and require a more-
widely dilated pupil. Because of its safety, convenience and cost-effectiveness, the 
digital retinal camera has remained the primary method of retinal imaging in clinical 
settings.  
• Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopy (SLO) 
The scanning laser ophthalmoscope induces a monochromatic laser beam and 
scans point-by-point across the retina in a raster pattern (Woon WH et al., 1990). The 
combination with a confocal optical system produces sole colour and high-contrast 
images. SLO requires pupil dilation and the angle of view is wide (55 degrees or more; 
150 degrees using Ocular Staurenghi 230 SLO retina lens). SLO offers high-speed 
continuous recording on a digital video format with adjustable frames per second. SLO 
recordings are rectangular images while retinal camera records the circular images. 
SLO with narrow wavelength band laser has more efficient excitation of fluorescence 
and no aerial-image focusing is required. Therefore, it is more suitable for monitoring 
the flow dynamics, such as Indocyanine Green Angiography or Fluorescein 
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Angiography, and for calculating the retinal flow velocity (Clark, 2002). The digital 
systems and SLO's are highly specialised and expensive. 
• Stereo Retinal Photography 
Stereo retinal photography was first described by Allen Lee (Allen, 1964) to 
depict three-dimensional (3D) shape of retina using multi-angle images.  Stereo 
separation is achieved by laterally shifting the recording device a few millimeters 
between sequential photographs. Hyperstereoscopic effect allows brain to fuse the 
sequential pair of stereo photographs when they are viewed by each eye of the viewer 
simultaneously but independently. Both SLO and retinal camera can be used for stereo 
retinal photography.  
• Retinal Vessel Analyser(RVA, also called Dynamic Vessel Analyser or DVA) 
RVA is a retinal camera attached with a CCD camera and used for online 
measurement of the retinal vessel diameter in relation to time and locations along the 
vessel (Seifertl and Vilser, 2002). Continuous illumination and pupil dilation are 
required. RVA was later developed to record the response of retinal vessel diameter to 
flicker (Gugleta et al., 2006b). It has been used in studies of retinal blood flow and 
retinal pulsations (Gugleta et al., 2006a, Paques et al., 2008, Garhofer et al., 2010, Lim 
et al., 2013). RVA measures the local changes on a paired retinal arteriole and venule 
from lower resolution video frames.   
• Fluorescein Angiography (FA) 
A small amount of sodium fluorescein dye is injected into a vein in the patients 
arm. The dye glows in a yellow-green colour under the blue light. The blood flow in 
the retinal arterioles and venules can be captured using the retinal camera with a special 
filter or SLO.  
• Indocyanine Green Angiography (ICG) 
Different from fluorescein angiography, ICG is able to photograph the choroid 
that is the layer of the posterior part of the eye and contains a unique network of blood 
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vessels. ICG use indocyanine dye that fluoresces in the infrared spectrum (Elsner et al., 
1994). The images can be recorded on infrared film, a digital camera or SLO.  
• Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) 
Retinal OCT was achieved for the first time in 1993 (Swanson et al., 1993) based 
on OCT tissue-imaging techniques. OCT uses low coherence interferometry to generate 
cross sectional images of ocular tissue. It analyses the time delay and magnitude change 
of low coherence light backscattered by ocular tissue. The newest technology of Fourier 
Domain OCT provides greater tissue resolving power, higher scan density, and faster 
data acquisition compared to Time Domain OCT (Saine et al., 2002). Retinal imaging 
is often defined as the two-dimensional (2D) representation of 3D retinal tissues 
projected on the imaging plane (Ryan et al., 2012). Therefore, OCT imaging is not 
considered as retinal imaging. 
 
2.3 Retinal Vascular Parameters 
Retinal vascular parameters are the features extracted and measured from the 
retinal image. The technical details of currently used parameters in retinal vascular 
assessment are briefly provided below: 
i. Individual vessel diameter is the diameter measurement of a single vessel at a 
specific location. The measures are often averaged from multiple cross-sections 
that are vertical to the vessel direction vector. This parameter was often used in 
early retinal image analysis (Newsom et al., 1992) or in specific analysis, such as 
Dynamic Vessel Analyser (Seifertl and Vilser, 2002). 
ii. Vessel summary diameter is represented by the central retinal arteriolar 
equivalent (CRAE) and the central retinal venular equivalent (CRVE) for which 
the individual vessel diameters are summarised using a summary method 
(Hubbard et al., 1999, Knudtson et al., 2003).  
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The summary method was developed to measure the retinal vessel size 
quantitatively. Parr-Hubbard formulas were developed by Parr et al in 1974 (Parr 
and Spears, 1974) and Hubbard et al in 1999 (Hubbard et al., 1999) based on 
experimental data and shown in Eq(1)& Eq(2). 
Arterioles 2/122 )76.1022.001.187.0( −−+= babac WWWWW … Eq(1) 
Venules 2/122 )05.45091.072.0( ++= bac WWW … Eq(2) 
where Wa and Wb are the paired retinal vessel diameters. Wc is the estimate 
of summary arteriole or venule. With the consistent in Parr-Hubbard formulas, 
spurious variability was found in the calculation. The revised formulas (Knudtson 
et al., 2003) were developed to reduce the spurious variability, shown below: 
Arterioles 2/122
2
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∧
…  Eq(3) 
Venules 2/122
2
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∧
 …  Eq(4) 
where w1 and w2 are the paired retinal vessel diameters.  is the estimate 
of the summary, arteriole or venule. 
The branching coefficients 0.88 and 0.95 were estimated based on 
experimental approximation of Hubbard’s experiment, following the formula: 
Branching Coefficient 
22
2
2
1 /)( Www +=  …. Eq(5) 
where w1 and w2 are the widths of the narrower and wider branch, and W is 
the parent trunk. 
After the arterioles and venules are separated and selected, the biggest six 
arterioles or venules are paired and summarised into CRAE and CRVE using the 
revised formulas. The pairing process is to pair the largest vessel with the smallest 
vessel and next largest vessel with next smallest vessel until all vessels are paired. 
The odd number of vessel will be carried on to the next round of pairing.  
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iii. Vessel tortuosity, a reflection of the shape of the vessel, is expressed as a 
tortuosity index (Hart et al., 1999). Vessel tortuosity often has two measures, 
simple and curvature. Simple tortuosity is a ratio between the actual length of a 
vessel segment and the shortest distance within the same segment. Curvature 
tortuosity is calculated from the integral of the total squared curvature along the 
path of the vessel, divided by the total arc length (Hart et al., 1999). Automatic 
grading of retinal vessel tortuosity has been studied previously (Grisan et al, 
2008). 
iv. Branching angle (in degrees) represents the angle between two daughter vessels 
(Zamir et al., 1979).  
v. Length to diameter ratio (LDR) is calculated as the length from the midpoint of 
the first branch to the midpoint of the second branch divided by the diameter of 
the parent vessel at the first branch (Sasongko et al., 2010).  
vi. Optimality deviation reflects the deviation of the vessel branching from the 
optimal configuration. Optimality of the vessel network at branching (x, 
junctional exponent) is determined by the diameter sizes of two daughter vessels 
relative to the parent vessel (Zamir et al., 1979) and calculated as  
d1x+d2x = d0x … Eq(6) 
where d0, d1, and d2 are diameters of the parent, larger and smaller daughter 
vessels respectively (Stanton et al., 1995). The greater the value of x, the larger 
the daughter arterioles are relative to the parent vessel. It has been proposed that 
in an optimal state, the value of junctional exponent is 3 (Zamir et al., 1979, 
Patton et al., 2005) and optimality deviation represent the deviation from this 
value.  
vii. Fractal Dimension (FD or D(f)): Retinal vasculature shows a self-similar 
structure (de Mendonca et al., 2007, Masters, 2004) and fractal dimension of the 
retinal vasculature is a global measure of the branching pattern complexity. Box-
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counting Fractal Dimension (FDBC) and Higuchi Fractal Dimension (FDH) are 
investigated in this thesis.  
The basic procedure of calculating the FDBC is to cover a binary image with 
square boxes of decreasing side length L=1/512, 1/ 256, 1/128, …, 1 of the image 
side length and the number of boxes N(L) containing at least one white pixel are 
counted. The absolute value of the least squares regression slope of the plot is 
considered as  
L
LN
log
)(logFDBC =  . … Eq(7) 
Higuchi Fractal Dimension measures a set of 1D signals (Higuchi, 1988). 
It overcomes the limitation of Box-counting by calculating the FD in a specific 
direction and/or in an irregular ROI (Ahammer, 2011). The procedure of 
calculating FDH is to convert 2D grayscale images to 1D signals in a specific 
direction, such as horizontal, vertical or radial. Assuming a set of N discrete 
observed gray values )(...,),2(),1( Nsss  on each scanning path with fixed regular 
intervals k, the subsets of new data series kkkk SSS ...,,, 21   are defined as 
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NA 1 . The total curve length is obtained by averaging the 
k sets of Lm (k).  
The Higuchi fractal dimension is calculated as  
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2.4 Retinal Image Processing and Analysis 
Retinal image analysis methods have been developed over the last two decades. 
Initially, a negative film of a retina photograph was displayed on a light box and the 
parameters were manually measured using a ruler (Newsom et al., 1992). Computer 
assisted analysis has been used in recent years and proven more reliable compared to 
manual measurements (Couper et al., 2002). Due to low contrast and low brightness of 
retinal photographs, computer assisted retinal image analysis requires image-
processing techniques, briefly introduced as follows.  
• Retinal Image Enhancement 
Retinal images are captured with the light reflected through a small pupil and gel-
like vitreous body. The big retinal vessels are approximately several hundred 
micrometers in diameter; for example, the diameter of the central retinal artery is 
approximately 160 micrometers. The low light condition induces noise and low contrast 
of retinal vessels to the background. In order to extract and analyse the features from 
an image, contrast enhancement and artefacts removal are necessary.  
Colour information in the retinal images is useful for vessel classification and 
some disease identification. However, most features can be extracted from grayscale 
images (Che Azemin, 2012). Grayscale retinal image can be converted from RGB 
colour image or extracted from the green channel that shows more contrast than other 
or combined channels.  
Depending on the study objective (e.g. retinal vessels, hemorrhage, optic disc or 
fovea), the enhancement methods and algorithms are specialised, for example, domain 
knowledge based enhancement for regional hemorrhage detection (Joshi and 
Sivaswamy, 2008), contourlet based enhancement for segmentation of blood vessel 
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(Rezatofighi et al., 2008), model based vessel enhancement using Independent 
Component Analysis (ICA) (Hani and Nugroho, 2009), and other common image 
processing techniques (e.g., histogram equalization and Gaussian noise removal).  
• Optic Disc (OD) Identification 
The optic disc (also called: optic nerve head) is the beginning of the optic nerve 
and the entry point of major blood vessels which supply the retina. It is often called ‘the 
blind spot’ because there are no light sensitive cells at this spot. In a retinal image, OD 
is often a disk shape and brighter than other areas, though this may not be true in some 
eyes, especially with some medical conditions (Quigley et al., 1990). Difference in the 
brightness is often used for OD identification. The retinal images analysed in this thesis 
are OD centred, though some retinal vascular assessments use fovea or another region 
as the centre or reference. 
OD identification and OD diameter calculation provide the references for the 
study region and vessel locations. It is also used for the conversion between the image 
pixels and real value of size (measurement unit: micrometer, µm or micron).   
There are a number of algorithms to implement automatic OD identification 
(Walter and Klein, 2001, Muramatsu et al., 2011, Xu et al., 2007, Niemeijer et al., 2008, 
Zhu et al., 2010). Most OD identifications draw a circle around the OD. However, this 
may not reflect the real shape of OD (Quigley et al., 1990). Optic disc can be flat or have 
a certain amount of cupping.  
• Retinal Vessel Segmentation, Tracking and Classification 
The  accurate  extraction  of  retinal  vessels and vascular  tree  forms  the  
backbone  for future tracking and classification of arterioles and venules in computer 
assisted measurements. Due to the complexity of retinal vessel structures and the 
individual differences in person and vessel, automated retinal vessel segmentation 
remains challenging in current retinal image analysis. The edges of retinal vessels are 
not clear and often have artefacts, especially when the vessel is tiny or lighting noise is 
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induced. For example, the vessels can be misidentified due to low contrast in intensity 
or colour; the discontinuous vessel edges are difficult for vessel tracking process; a 
vessel with the centre reflex caused by the reflection of flash may be misidentified as 
two vessels (Sofka et al, 2006). A survey on multiple retinal vessel segmentation 
algorithms (Fraz et al., 2012) compared a number of methods, such as supervised 
approaches, unsupervised approaches, matching filtering and model based approaches. 
The performance of supervised classification is better in general than the other 
segmentation algorithms. Though many promising techniques and algorithms have 
been developed, current retinal assessment often uses semi-automated computer 
assisted systems, with manual intervention from a grader.  
 
2.5 Retinal Vascular Assessment and Diseases 
Semi-automated computer assisted retinal vascular assessment systems have 
found that a number of retinal vascular parameters are associated with systemic diseases 
and other factors.   
Among a number of retinal vascular parameters, the measurement and analysis 
of the retinal vessel diameter is the most used method for the assessment of diseases. 
Google scholar search (scholar.google.com.au, 2013) shows 15000+ results related to 
retinal diameter and this is more than any other retinal vascular parameters being 
studied. Population-based studies compare the case and control groups to identify the 
retinal arteriolar or venular narrowing or widening. Retinal vessel summary diameters 
have been reported to exhibit association with  human systemic abnormality, such as 
aging and ethnicity (Wong et al., 2003, Kawasaki et al., 2006, Cheung et al., 2007), 
blood pressure/hypertension (Ikram et al., 2006, Liew et al., 2006b, Wong et al., 2006b, 
Kaushik et al., 2007), diabetes (Ronald et al., 2006, Wong et al., 2006a, Wong et al., 
2005a), stroke (Wong, 2004, Baker et al., 2008, Lindley et al., 2009), coronary heart 
disease (Wong et al., 2002b, Wang et al., 2006a, Kim et al., 2011), inflammation and 
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endothelial dysfunction (Hecke et al., 2006, Wong et al., 2006a), renal dysfunction 
(Wong et al., 2004d, Sabanayagam et al., 2009), Metabolic Syndrome and obesity 
(Wong et al., 2004a, Wang et al., 2006b), and ophthalmic diseases (Ikram et al., 2005, 
Amerasinghe et al., 2008, Pluhacek and Pospisil, 2010). The differences caused by 
environmental factors, such as alcohol consumption (Ikram et al., 2004, Wong et al., 
2006a), smoking (Klein et al., 2006, Wong et al., 2006b), medication (Klein et al., 2001, 
Wong et al., 2005b, Liew et al., 2006a), pollution (Louwies et al., 2012) and genetic 
factors (Taarnhøj et al., 2006, Xing et al., 2006, Lee et al., 2004), have also been found 
in retinal vessel summary diameter. 
The associations of other retinal vascular parameters with disease have been 
investigated. Fractal analysis of retinal image has shown association with stroke 
(Cheung et al., 2010, Doubal et al., 2010, Kawasaki et al., 2011), heart disease mortality 
(Liew et al., 2011) and diabetes (Grauslund et al., 2010). Tortuosity, LDR and branching 
angle are related to systemic diseases (Cheung et al., 2011b, Cheung et al., 2011a, 
Sasongko et al., 2010). 
 
2.6 Retinal Pulsation and Cardiac Variation 
Retinal pulsation has been known since 1853, but the origin of this phenomenon 
is still under debate. Arterial pulsation was initially considered to be pathological while 
venous pulsation was regarded as being physiological (Weinstein, 1939).  Theories have 
been developed over the years to attempt to discover the origin of spontaneous venous 
pulsation (SVP). The wave of arterial pulsation was believed to transpire through the 
capillaries into the vein, thus inducing SVP. This was rejected when Serr’s experiment 
excluded transmission of the trans-capillary pulse (Serr, 1937). Classic theory was 
accepted by latter researchers, that the difference between intraocular pressure and 
retinal venous pressure causes the vein to pulsate (Bailliart, 1918, Williamson-Noble, 
1952). However, Levine (1998) found that classic theory was inconsistent in postulating 
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and not in accordance with experimental data.  Levine presented the alternative theories 
that venous pressure is always higher than intraocular pressure and both fluctuate in 
phase. The maximum amplitude of the pulsation occurs at the exit point and then 
decreases proximally to small amplitude relative to the diameter of the vein. The extent 
of large amplitude pulsations is influenced uniformly by pulse rate, venous resistance 
and venous capacitance. This theory offers insight into individual variability of 
spontaneous retinal venous pulsation. Currently, the presence of spontaneous retinal 
venous pulsation is believed to be due to the increased central retinal venous pressure 
and intracranial pressure (Legler and Jonas, 2009). Intracranial pulse pressure may be 
of equal importance to intraocular pulse pressure in producing retinal venous pulsation 
(Kain et al., 2010). 
The assessment of SVP has clinical importance. The presence of SVP is less 
common in glaucoma eyes and is useful for the diagnosis of glaucomatous optic 
neuropathy and retinal vein occlusions (Morgan et al., 2004). 
Retinal venous pressure, intraocular pressure and intracranial pressure vary with 
the rhythm of the cardiac cycle (Levine, 1998). Retinal vessel diameter has been found 
to vary during the cardiac cycle. Chen et al (1994) found that retinal arterial and venous 
diameters vary 3.46% and 4.82% respectively during the cardiac cycle and follow its 
rhythm.  Dumskyj et al (1996) and Knudtson et al (2004) reported similar or larger 
variation at different points in the cardiac cycle using ECG synchronised retinal 
photography, though changes did not follow the rhythm of the cardiac cycle.  
 
2.7 Summary 
This chapter has described the anatomy of the human eye, the history of retinal 
imaging and the development of retinal imaging devices. A review of the literatures on 
retinal vascular assessment with association of diseases has been provided. The review 
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focused on the impact of cardiac cycle and other sources on currently used analysis 
methods and retinal vascular parameters.  
Further to the investigation of variations and their sources in retinal vascular 
assessment, this thesis has proposed the followings: 
i. Design a system to capture retinal images at different time frame of the cardiac 
cycle and identify the methods to analyse the captured images (Chapter 3). 
ii. Study the effects of the cardiac cycle on retinal vascular parameters (Chapter 4). 
iii. Investigate other sources of variation and their impacts on retinal vascular 
assessment (Chapter 5 and 6). 
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Chapter Three 
 
Methodology 
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3.1  Introduction 
This chapter details the methodology used in this thesis, including retinal image 
acquisition, experiment design and retinal image measurement and analysis methods. 
A novel Electrocardiogram (ECG) synchronised retinal photography method has been 
designed to capture time series retinal images during the cardiac cycle. The retinal 
camera can be triggered electronically and automatically at the designated time delays 
based on real-time calculated R-wave to R-wave (R-R) intervals. This chapter describes 
experiment design and image acquisition using ECG synchronised retinal photography 
and introduces the retinal vascular parameter measurement and related software.  
 
3.2  Automatic ECG Synchronised Retinal Photography 
Previous studies of the cardiac variation showed limitations in the methodology 
of accurate cardiac cycle (mostly ECG) synchronisation (Dumskyj et al., 1996, 
Knudtson et al., 2004). Manual triggering of the retinal camera, such as the trigger 
activated by foot switch depression or activated after the observation of ECG R-wave, 
induced an unpredictable time delay. Furthermore, when calculating the triggering time 
delay at each cardiac cycle point, fixed time delay or the computation based on fixed 
R-R interval were used. Heart rate variability, where heart rate and R-R interval exhibit 
random variations, was ignored. In addition, previous studies did not consider the 
system and camera time delay when referring the triggering points to the cardiac systole 
and diastole.  
Reliable and accurate ECG synchronised retinal photography is essential for the 
studies. A specially designed ECG synchronisation unit was built to connect retinal 
camera with minimum modification to the system, with only the camera trigger push 
button replaced, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 ECG synchronised retinal camera photography system used in this thesis. (A) Retinal 
camera trigger button with connection to ECG synchronisation unit. (B) ECG synchronisation 
unit. (C) Battery powered oscilloscope (D) ECG Electrodes. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 ECG synchronised retinal photography system diagram 
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A 3-lead ECG monitoring unit along with a purpose built microcontroller 
(Arduino Uno, www.arduino.cc) was used to identify the R-wave and obtain the R-R 
interval in real time, and to generate a trigger pulse for acquiring the retinal image, as 
shown in Figure 3.2. R-R interval detection and R-wave identification were parallel-
processed in microcontroller analog and digital channels simultaneously. The 
hardware-based approach avoided unpredictable time delay. The overall system time 
delay, including those from ECG synchronisation unit and retinal camera system, was 
68 milliseconds after manual measurement on the oscilloscope. This ensured correct 
reference to the cardiac systole and diastole. The triggering mechanism was 
electronically connected with the ECG synchronisation unit and this allowed for 
automatic triggering of the camera. The ECG signal and triggering pulse were 
monitored on an oscilloscope by the examiner during the experiment, and recorded 
along with the retinal images on the laptop computer with a timestamp. This ensured 
that the retinal photograph was synchronised with the cardiac cycle.  
 Based on the typical resting heart rate of 60–100 beats/minute in adults, R-R 
interval was considered to be abnormal if the detected R-R interval was larger than 
1000 or less than 600 milliseconds. No retinal image was taken in such a case and an 
alarm was raised for the examiner. The validation algorithm for this purpose is shown 
in Figure 3.3. 
 
3.3  Experiment and Data Acquisition 
3.3.1 Ethics 
The ethics application (ASEHAPP 54 – 10) was approved on 19 August 2010 by 
RMIT Research Ethics Committee (CHEAN, College Human Ethics Advisory 
Network). The amendment and extension were approved on 15 May 2012. This study 
was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki of 1975, 
as revised in 2008.  
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Figure 3.3 Flow chart of real time R-R interval detection and validation 
 
Volunteer participants with a minimal age of 18 were recruited domestically 
within the state of Victoria, Australia. Written consent was obtained and a questionnaire 
administrated to each participant prior to the experiment. The questionnaire included 
information of the participant’s age, gender, height, weight, medical history, medication, 
smoking status and information on glasses wearing if applicable. The medical history 
was limited to cardiovascular disease, diabetes, ophthalmic disease and eye surgery. 
The participant’s blood pressure was measured before and after retinal photography 
using a standard cuff blood pressure measurement device. 
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Participants could request their own retinal photos to be sent to their email box 
before their identification information was removed to ensure privacy. The individuals 
were only identified using numerical ID, for example subject ‘001’.  
 
3.3.2 Data Acquisition 
Canon non-mydriatic retinal camera CR-I equipped with Canon EOS 50D digital 
SLR camera body was used in this thesis. An ECG synchronisation unit was connected 
to the retinal camera. ECG electrodes were the round shape 3M® electrodes with 
conductive touch in the middle. After connecting electrodes to the volunteer 
participant’s wrists of both arms and the elbow of right arm (ground) which were 
cleaned with alcohol-based wipe, ECG signal was monitored on the battery-powered 
oscilloscope and by the flashing LED. The sensitivity level was adjusted to ensure that 
the flashing LED corresponds to the pulse rate. 
ECG synchronised retinal camera can be triggered at any time delay after the 
detected R-wave following operator commands from the computer. After testing, the 
eight divisions of R-R interval (RR) were chosen to balance the discomfort to subjects 
and the proper presence in the cardiac cycle. This was also comparable with previous 
studies. 
A time of 0.125*RR was calculated as the base time delay. Numerical commands 
were sent from the computer interface to the microcontroller for operating retinal 
camera. The number ‘0’ was used to test R-R interval. For the camera triggering point 
n, the image was photographed at time delay of (n-1)*0.125*RR after R-wave. For 
example, the number ‘1’ was to trigger the retinal camera at R-wave and ‘2’ was to 
trigger at 0.125*RR time delays after R-wave. ECG signal and triggering pulse were 
monitored by the examiner on the oscilloscope to ensure accurate trigging. The 
examples are shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. The retinal photos were transferred 
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to the computer automatically and electrically. ECG R-R interval and trigger 
information were recorded electrically in the same folder as the captured retinal photos.  
Each participant was asked to keep seated and relaxed during the experiment of 
taking nine photographs. No drink or food was allowed during the experiment. Only left 
eyes were photographed according to the previous study that high correlation was found 
between left and right eyes (Leung et al., 2003a). 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Time delay calculation and cardiac cycle points when retinal image are captured. 
The 1st and 9th points are corresponding to R-wave and other seven points are equally distributed 
during the cardiac cycle. Figure illustrates the outputs of ECG signal and trigger pulse at 1st, 
2nd, 5th and 9th point. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.5 Oscilloscope display of ECG and camera triggering pulse (a) at 1st point (R wave); 
and (b) at 5th point (half R-R interval time delay). 
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3.4  Retinal Vascular Parameter Measurement 
In this thesis, retinal vascular parameters were measured using several standard 
and customised computer assisted systems. Blinded grading was performed with each 
of these systems for all measurements. The grading was performed on one image at a 
time following a standardised protocol, and during the grading, the other images were 
masked to avoid any bias. In addition, the image frames (01 to 09) for grading were 
randomised to eliminate potential systematic error. Images were considered as ‘poor 
quality’ if they were blurred or had incomplete representation of the measured zones, 
and marked as ‘ungradable’ if there were fewer than 4 gradable large arterioles or 
venules. 
 
3.4.1 Measurement of Retinal Vascular Geometry using SIVA 
SIVA (Singapore ‘I’ Vessel Assessment version 3.0, Singapore) measurement technique 
has been described previously (Cheung et al., 2011a, Sasongko et al., 2010). Briefly, SIVA 
automatically detects the centre of the optic disc and divides the region into 3 concentric 
subzones surrounding the optic disc. Each zone corresponds to the area between optic disc 
margin to 0.5 optic disc diameter (Zone A), 0.5 to 1.0 disc diameter (Zone B) and 0.5 to 2.0 
optic disc diameters (Zone C) away from the optic disc margin. SIVA measures retinal 
microvascular geometric parameters in Zone B and Zone C respectively. The grader confirms 
the correct detection of the optic disc and the three concentric subzones by the program, and 
then the grader executes the program to generate a line tracking of the retinal vessels. This 
software also has an automated function to identify arterioles and venules, indicated by two 
different colours generated by the program, red for arterioles and blue for venules. The grader 
subsequently checks whether all arterioles and venules are correctly identified and the software 
allows the grader to make any corrections if required (Figure 3.6). Measurements using SIVA 
are based on the summary of the arterioles and venules separately. The software 
combines the individual measures into summary diameters, tortuosity, branching angles, 
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LDR and optimality deviation separately. The technical details of these parameters have 
been introduced in Chapter 2.  
 
Figure 3.6: Retinal image is measured using SIVA. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Retinal image is measured using IVAN. 
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3.4.2 Measurement of Retinal Vascular Geometry using IVAN 
Another semi-automated retinal image analysis software (IVAN, Department of 
Ophthalmology Visual Science, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI) is compared in 
this thesis. The IVAN measurement procedure has been previously described (Wong et 
al., 2004c, Sherry et al., 2002) and is similar to SIVA. An example of IVAN 
measurement is shown in Figure 3.7. Apart from the different approaches of image 
processing techniques, the major differences between IVAN and SIVA measurements 
are that (i) IVAN performs the measurement only in zone B while SIVA is able to 
measure the vessels in Zone B and Zone C; (ii) IVAN only measures retinal vessel 
diameter related parameters (CRAE, CRVE and AVR) while SIVA is also able to 
measure other retinal vascular parameters, such as tortuosity and branching angle.  
 
3.4.3 Measurement of Retinal Individual Vessel Diameter 
To study the variations of a single retinal vessel, the diameter of the individual 
vessel at a single cross-section is measured using specially developed software, which 
is programmed on the platform MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., USA). The vessel is 
manually located in the first frame approximately 1.0 to 2.0 disk diameters from the 
optic disk (Figure 3.8). Twenty cross-sectional profiles of the vessel are obtained and 
modeled using a combination of Gaussian and Twin Gaussian functions (Gao et al., 
2000) where the diameter of the vessel is estimated as the maximum distance between 
a pair of two peaks of the second order derivatives of the Gaussian model. Although 
ECG synchronised retinal photographs were captured during a short period and the 
participants were asked to sit still during photography, there are displacement and 
motion artifacts in the captured time series images. Commercial retinal registration 
software (i2k Retina®, DualAlignTM) based on previous detailed algorithm (Stewart et 
al., 2003) is used to register all images of same participant to ensure the sampling of 
the cross-sections at the same spatial location.  
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Figure 3.8 Blue box indicates the location of individual vessel diameter measurement. 
Individual vessel diameter measurements are calculated from 20 cross-sections from arteriole 
and venule segments.  
 
3.4.4 Measurement of Continuous Retinal Vessel Diameter Change 
A Matlab based software program is developed to assess the continuous change 
of retinal vessel over time. The technique is presented below.  
3.4.4.1 Image Pre-Processing 
ECG synchronised retinal photographs are down-sampled and registered to the 
first frame using i2k Retina®. All images in our database are disk-centred and have 
higher intensity value of OD compared to background. Automatic OD detection is 
based on labeling of the brightest segments after Gaussian blurring and calculating 
Euclidean distances between the segments. After the approximate OD centre is 
identified and then nearby segments are grouped, a circle is drawn automatically to 
form the grouped segments into OD. The circle centre and circle diameter are 
automatically calculated as OD centre and OD diameter (R).  
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Three concentric circles are drawn from the OD centre automatically on the 
image to outline the optic disk (0.5*R), area with R diameter and area with 2*R 
diameter from the OD centre (Figure 3.9). The area between 0.5*R and 2*R diameter 
overlaps Zone B and covers three quarters of Zone C. The reason for using 2*R circle 
instead of 2.5*R circle (Zone C) is that some images do not fully cover Zone C. This 
ensures that the vessels are comparable in the standardised area. The concentric circles 
are automatically drawn across the registered images. 
 
Figure 3.9 Retinal image with optic disk (white circle) and the concentric circles. 
 
3.4.4.2 Vessel Edge Detection 
The traditional edge detection algorithms are often inefficient in the edge 
extraction of retinal vessels due to the artifacts, such as light reflection and central reflex. 
The gradient-based edge detection (Oram et al., 2008) is used by convolving the image 
with the second order derivative of Gaussian filter. In second order derivative of 
Gaussian, the gradient of the image I is given by the vector 
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image is smoothed with Gaussian mask G to remove the artifacts. Gaussian mask and 
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convolving the image with this mask are combined as IGIG ⊗∇=⊗∇ 22 )(
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The gradient-based edge detection was reported as having the problems of 
missing corners and generating closed contours (Umbaugh, 2011). However, the 
proposed software benefits from these for producing the continuous and smooth edges, 
shown in Figure 3.10. 
 
Figure 3.10 Retinal vessels are enhanced with the continuous binary contours using gradient-
based edge extraction. Vessel tracking is performed using neighbourhood searching. 
 
3.4.4.3 Vessel tracking 
Semi-automated vessel-tracking algorithm is used to ensure correct vessel 
tracking. The algorithm requires manual selection of two starting points and a third 
point for indicating the direction of tracking. The automatic tracking process is 
monitored by the grader and reselection is encouraged when tracking error occurs.  
The automatic tracking process searches 5x5 pixels neighborhood to find the 
linked pixels close to the starting points. Then the mask is reduced to 3x3 neighborhood 
to track linked pixels. The detector traces the 8 connected neighbourhood pixels in 
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binary image. Nonzero pixels link to original point and 0 pixels constitute the 
background. If the linked pixels are more than one, the tracking follows these pixels 
until the maximum distance is decided. Tracking continues to the longest distance in 
the designated area. In Figure 3.11, the tracked vessel edges and the centreline that is 
the average value between two edges are shown.  
 
 
Figure 3.11 Tracked vessel edges (red) and the centreline (green) on a grayscale image. 
The edge extraction and tracking are processed automatically on nine registered 
images. If the tracking fails in one of the images, a warning message is displayed and 
another trial is encouraged by selecting a different starting point or direction. In Figure 
3.12, the edge tracking result of a vessel segment across multiple registered images is 
shown.  
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Figure 3.12 Same vessel is tracked across multiple registered images. Red curves denote 
vessel edges. Green curves denote the centrelines.  
 
3.4.4.4 Vessel Cross-section Diameter Measurement 
Vessel width (diameter) is often defined as the distance between two edges of the 
vessel and through a point perpendicular to the vessel direction vector (Al-Diri et al., 
2010). Based on this definition, this thesis proposes a method to measure multiple 
cross-section diameters of a vessel. These cross-section diameters are through evenly 
distributed points on centreline and perpendicular to centreline, therefore, called 
centreline perpendicular diameter. The measurement of centreline perpendicular 
diameters (CPDM) includes the following steps: 1) calculate the centreline; 2) calculate 
the direction vector of centreline by the differentiation of dy/dx; 3) create a 
perpendicular line which has crossing points with both edges; 4) calculate the distance 
between two crossing points and 5) move to the next points on the centreline and repeat 
the process until the second last point. An example is shown in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13 A vessel segment is measured using CPDM. Left figure is the zoom-in section of 
red box in middle figure. Right figure illustrates the measured vessel cross-section diameter.  
 
3.4.5 Summary 
This chapter detailed an ECG synchronised retinal photography method that 
captured time series retinal images electronically and automatically during the cardiac 
cycle. Several standard and customised computer assisted systems were introduced to 
measure retinal vascular parameters. These measurement methods will be used for the 
studies of the cardiac variation (Chapter 4), the grader and software variations (Chapter 
5), the summary method and protocol impact (Chapter 6) and measurement of the 
retinal dynamic (Chapter 7).  
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Chapter Four 
 
Cardiac Variation and Retinal Vascular 
Measurement 
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4.1  Introduction 
Since the past decade, advances in retinal imaging technique have allowed direct, 
in-vivo observations of the human circulation system. In Chapter 2, the quantitative 
measurement of retinal vascular geometric parameters from retinal photographs was 
presented, including diameter, tortuosity, and length-diameter ratio (LDR), which are 
strongly associated with blood pressure (Wong et al., 2004b, Cheung et al., 2011a), 
major systemic vascular diseases (Wong et al., 2002b, Witt et al., 2006), and diabetes 
mellitus (Wong et al., 2002c). Consistent with these, it has been suggested that such 
geometric parameters reflect the optimality state of the retinal circulation (Zamir et al., 
1976) and therefore hemodynamic changes associated with pathophysiological 
processes (i.e., blood pressure, diabetes, inflammation, and other mechanisms) may 
alter the geometrical organization (e.g., dilated vessels, more tortuous, wider branching 
angle, low LDR, fractal dimension) of the retinal vasculature (Wong et al., 2002a, 
Cheung et al., 2011a, Witt et al., 2006, Sasongko et al., 2010, Kawasaki et al., 2011). 
Physiologically, spontaneous increase in blood volumetric flow entering the 
ophthalmic vascular system is expected during the peak-systolic phase of cardiac cycle, 
and lower flow may occur during the diastolic phase (Riva and Schmetterer, 2008). 
Furthermore, blood flow changes would correspond to variations in intravascular 
pressure that may induce vasomotor responses to adjust vessel diameter size (Riva and 
Schmetterer, 2008). While previous studies have shown that static measures of retinal 
vessel diameter varied at different points during the cardiac cycle (Dumskyj et al., 1996, 
Chen et al., 1994, Knudtson et al., 2004), variations in other retinal vascular geometric 
parameters (tortuosity, branching angle, LDR, optimality deviation and fractal 
dimension) during the cardiac cycle have never been investigated.  
Considering the potential variations of retinal vascular geometry resulting from 
the ambient hemodynamic during the cardiac cycle, understanding temporal changes 
during normal cardiac rhythm is important to ensure that observed changes in retinal 
vascular geometry in relation to several diseases are due to specific pathological 
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conditions, but not physiological variations. Therefore, these parameters can be 
warranted as sub-clinical markers for systemic vascular diseases. It is also important to 
determine the inherent variations in the current static retinal imaging technique, where 
the image is obtained without considering the temporal location of the sample with 
respect to the cardiac cycle. In this study, the variations of retinal vascular geometric 
parameters (individual vessel diameter, summary diameter, tortuosity, branching angle, 
LDR, optimality deviation and fractal dimension), quantitatively measured from ECG 
synchronised retinal photographs, during normal cardiac cycle in generally healthy 
participants is investigated.  
 
4.1  Materials and Methods 
Fifteen volunteers, aged 25 – 45 years (mean 33 years, 11 male and 4 female), 
were recruited to participate in this study. The exclusion criteria were subjects having 
the following conditions: (i) prescribed or other medication on the day of the 
experiment, (ii) hypertension, (iii) history of cardiovascular disease, (iv) diabetes, (v) 
current smoker, (vi) eye disease, and (vii) eye surgery. The participants were chosen to 
be young and healthy, with the aim to minimise the impacts of ageing and diseases.  
Retinal photography and vascular measurement have been detailed in Chapter 3, 
Briefly, nine disc-centred retinal images of the non-dilated left eye of each participant 
(a total of 135 disc-centred retinal images) were captured using the ECG synchronised 
retinal photography method. The individual vessel diameter, Higuchi and box-counting 
fractal dimension were measured using the customised software. The retinal vessel 
summary diameter, tortuosity, branching angle, LDR and optimality deviation were 
measured in Zone C using the software SIVA.  
Statistical analysis was performed using STATA 10.1 for Windows (StataCorp 
LP, College Station, Texas, USA). The variance measuring the difference between each 
image and the reference image (first image) was used for the analysis because it 
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eliminates the inter-individual difference of retinal vascular geometric measures. Log-
transformation was applied to LDR. All parameters were analysed using repeated 
measures ANOVA with post-hoc multiple comparison tests to compare the mean value 
of each parameter from different frames during the cardiac cycle and to estimate the P-
value for variation of a particular parameter across different points in the cycle. 
Fractional polynomial regression was also performed to test for any non-linear trends 
in each parameter during the cardiac cycle (Greenland, 1995).  
 
 
Figure 4.1 Variations of summary of individual vessel diameter (dashed line) and vessel 
summary diameter (CRAE and CRVE) (solid line) at different cardiac points. a) Arteriole 
diameter (red) change across cardiac cycle. b) Venule diameter (blue) change across cardiac 
cycle. 
 
4.2  Results 
In Figure 4.1, the trend of the variations of vessel diameter during the cardiac 
cycle is shown. At each point of the cardiac cycle (shown on X-axis), the measures are 
averaged from fifteen subjects and plotted with Mean value and 95% confidence 
interval. Changes at each point of the cardiac cycle form a pattern that are similar in 
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both individual vessel diameter and summary diameter measures (CRAE and CRVE). 
The pattern shows arterioles peak before venules. Furthermore, CRAE becomes 
narrowest when the CRVE peaks. While variations in individual arteriolar and venular 
diameters are statistically significant (P<0.001), both CRAE and CRVE do not show 
significant variation over the multiple images recorded during the cardiac cycle (all 
P>0.05). Other retinal vascular geometry parameters do not show the observable trend. 
In Table 4.1, the mean value and the absolute variation (in percent) of each 
parameter from images recoded at different points in the cardiac cycle are shown. 
Overall, there is no significant variation found for arteriolar or venular parameters 
across different cardiac points (all P-values for variations>0.1; P for non-linear 
trends>0.8) except when the vessel diameter is measured individually (P<0.001). The 
variation of the arteriolar and venular tortuosity between different images recorded at 
different points in the cardiac is the smallest (variations range 0 – 1.5%), compared to 
diameter (0 – 4.1%), branching angle (0 – 3.5%), LDR (0 – 2%), and optimality 
deviation (0 – 37%). Optimality deviation of both arterioles and venules shows the most 
variation compared to other parameters. The variations of region based Higuchi and 
Box-counting fractal dimension have been calculated by my colleague (Aliahmad et 
al., 2013). The result shows a statistically significant difference between the mean 
Higuchi fractal dimensions of 1st and 4th cardiac points measured in zone B (P=0.048, 
α=0.05). No statistical significance is found for other fractal measures (all P-values 
>0.05).     
 
4.3  Discussion 
This study has demonstrated that there is a significant variation in the diameter 
of individual retinal vessels over a cardiac cycle in generally healthy volunteers and 
both the arterioles and venules are affected. The diameter variation follows a trend, 
where the diameter of the arterioles peaks close to the R-wave, while the peak of the 
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venules diameter occurs midway between the systolic and diastolic. The vessel 
summary diameter (CRAE and CRVE) and other geometric parameters (vessel 
tortuosity, branching angle, LDR, and optimality deviation) of the retinal vasculature 
measured from retinal photographs using software SIVA have none to little, non-
significant variations across different time points during the cardiac cycle. This 
suggests that these geometric parameters are unlikely to be influenced by physiological 
changes during the normal cardiac rhythm. 
The retinal vasculature is a unique site where there is lack of autonomic nerve 
supply and scarce muscular components, unlike other vascular beds elsewhere in the 
body (Maenhaut et al., 2007). It has been suggested that the geometric organization of 
the retinal vasculature is controlled by local autoregulation system, to adjust to 
concurrent hemodynamic setting (Riva and Schmetterer, 2008). Any fluctuations in 
retinal blood flow may therefore geometrically alter the retinal vasculature to maintain 
local blood circulation in an optimal manner (maximum blood supply and diffusion 
with least amount of energy) (Murray, 1926). 
During the cardiac cycle, there are variations in blood velocity entering the 
eyeball. The blood velocity in the main supplying vessels of the retina, ophthalmic 
artery and central retinal artery, at the peak-systolic are 3 – 4 fold higher than at the 
end-diastolic phase (Riva and Schmetterer, 2008). This difference may explain some 
variations in vessel diameter as observed in this study and demonstrated in earlier 
studies (Knudtson et al., 2004, Chen et al., 1994), which shows a specific pattern 
following systolic and diastolic phase for individual vessels. However, these are not 
significant when the revised formula is used to summarise measures from six biggest 
arterioles and venules into an index of each vessel type; therefore, the index appears to 
be robust against the variability occurring in each individual vessel (Hubbard et al., 
1999, Knudtson et al., 2003). Sizeable variation in optimality deviation is plausible 
since optimality deviation was determined by the diameters of two branches relative to 
the diameter of parent vessel, from which a combination of errors is magnified by the 
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power of 3 (Patton et al., 2005, Zamir et al., 1979, Zamir et al., 1976). On the other 
hand, recent evidence (Moret et al., 2011) suggests that spontaneous pulsation in retinal 
vasculature does exist in some individuals, which could be another explanation to the 
findings, but requires further study.  
During the cardiac cycle, both the individual vessels and their summary measures 
(CRAE or CRVE) show specific pattern of variations, although the summary measures 
are not statistically significant. However, in contrast, tortuosity, branching angle, LDR 
and fractal dimension do not demonstrate any pattern. The reason for the differential 
pattern of variations in diameter than in other parameters during the cardiac cycle is yet 
to be determined. It has been suggested that changes in diameter size are the earliest 
form of vascular responses to blood flow changes (Pries and Secomb, 2008). This study 
speculates that changes in vessel tortuosity, branching angle, LDR and fractal 
dimension may represent further stages of vascular adaptation subsequent to changes 
in diameter size. Previous evidence proposed that increased vessel tortuosity is 
observed when the intravascular pressure increases beyond the elasticity limit of the 
vessel after vessel dilatation, as a compensatory mechanism to prevent exceeding 
capillary resistance (Kylstra et al., 1986) which supports the current findings.  
Additionally, animal experiments also showed that fluctuating blood flow might trigger 
branching remodeling, appear as increased/decreased angle, to maintain a steady and 
optimal flow to target tissue (Djonov et al., 2002). Therefore, these parameters 
(tortuosity, branching, LDR or fractal dimension) might be less sensitive to subtle 
hemodynamic changes than diameter, but possibly more specific to adverse changes 
associated with some diseases (e.g., diabetes, cardiovascular diseases). This is an area 
needing further studies.  
The post hoc power analysis shows that this study should have over 80% study 
power to detect as little as 0.7% variations during the cardiac cycle in diameter or other 
vessel parameters. However, limitation is also noted. There may be subtle changes in 
single vessel or local region of the retinal vasculature of these parameters associated 
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with the cardiac cycle that are masked by the summary measures. Therefore, further 
studies to compare these summary measures with individual vessel measures are 
needed.  
 
4.4 Summary 
This chapter has shown while there is a significant change in the individual vessel 
diameter during the cardiac cycle, the vessel summary diameters (CRAE and CRVE) 
and static retinal vascular geometric measures (tortuosity, branching angle, LDR and 
optimality deviation) quantitatively measured from retinal images in Zone C using 
software SIVA, are relatively consistent across different cardiac points. Importantly, 
this study supports previous findings that there are significant changes to the diameter 
of individual vessels over the cardiac cycle; however, these changes are not significant 
when the summary of the vascular diameters using a summary method, tortuosity, 
branching angle, LDR and fractal dimension are considered. These summary 
measurements are associated with several diseases and are likely due to 
pathophysiological processes than normal physiological variations during the cardiac 
cycle. Future studies exploring the clinical performance (e.g., sensitivity, specificity) 
of these parameters as sub-clinical markers for systemic vascular diseases (e.g. 
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes) are warranted.  
While variations in the summary diameters are non-significant during the cardiac 
cycle, there are large variations present in the repeated measures. Further study on these 
variations regarding the measurement method and grader will be presented in Chapter 
5. The speculation of summary method against variation will be verified in Chapter 6. 
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Table 4.1 Variation of retinal vascular parameters at different cardiac cycle points compared to 
baseline (the measures from the image captured at cardiac cycle reference point 1).  
 
Vascular 
parameters 
(unit) 
Cycle 
point 
Arterioles Venules 
Mean (SD) % variation* Mean (SD) % variation* 
Individual 
vessel diameter 
(microns) 
 P-value†<0.001 P-value†<0.001 
1 67.6 (8.00) reference 88.0 (14.7) reference 
2 70.7 (11.0) 4.7 86.8 (14.5) 1.2 
3 71.5 (12.8) 6.3 89.1 (15.6) 1.4 
4 69.3 (9.30) 2.7 90.3 (15.7) 2.7 
5 70.6 (11.3) 4.4 90.7 (17.4) 2.9 
6 70.1 (9.70) 3.8 91.0 (16.0) 3.4 
7 69.6 (9.80) 3.2 88.1 (14.4) 0.4 
8 69.0 (9.50) 2.2 86.9 (15.0) 1.2 
9 68.7 (10.3) 1.4 86.9 (16.1) 1.2 
Summary 
diameter 
 P-value†=0.52 P-value†=0.12 
1 151.1 (13.3) reference 216.4 (17.5) reference 
2 153.5 (13.3) 1.6 214.6 (15.9) 0.8 
3 154.9 (13.6) 2.5 217.4 (16.9) 0.5 
4 154.1 (13.4) 2.0 220.2 (17.3) 1.8 
5 153.1 (14.8) 1.3 221.6 (17.3) 2.4 
6 149.7 (14.0) 0.9 223.9 (17.1) 3.5 
7 148.9 (13.9) 1.4 224.5 (18.2) 3.8 
8 148.8 (15.5) 1.5 225.1 (18.0) 4.1 
9 151.2 (13.0) 0.0 217.3 (17.9) 0.4 
S. tortuosity 
(index) 
 P-value†=0.93 P-value†=0.92 
1 1.09 (0.02) reference 1.10 (0.01) reference 
2 1.09 (0.02) 0.0 1.10 (0.02) 0.2 
3 1.09 (0.02) 0.0 1.10 (0.02) 0.0 
4 1.09 (0.02) 0.0 1.10 (0.01) 0.1 
5 1.09 (0.02) 0.0 1.10 (0.01) 0.0 
6 1.09 (0.02) 0.0 1.10 (0.02) 0.0 
7 1.09 (0.02) 0.0 1.10 (0.02) 0.0 
8 1.09 (0.02) 0.0 1.10 (0.02) 0.0 
9 1.09 (0.02) 0.0 1.10 (0.02) 0.1 
C. tortuosity 
(x105) 
 P-value†=0.97 P-value†=0.91 
1 5.93 (1.15) reference 6.52 (0.60) reference 
2 5.93 (1.20) 0.0 6.59 (0.79) 1.1 
3 5.86 (1.17) 0.9 6.47 (0.64) 0.7 
4 5.89 (1.08) 0.3 6.57 (0.69) 0.6 
5 5.92 (1.22) 0.2 6.50 (0.68) 0.1 
6 5.88 (1.11) 0.4 6.32 (0.72) 1.1 
7 6.00 (1.16) 1.5 6.59 (0.70) 1.3 
8 5.83 (1.04) 1.1 6.52 (0.64) 0.0 
9 5.88 (1.07) 0.3 6.52 (0.64) 0.0 
Branching 
angle 
(degree) 
 P-value†=0.88 P-value†=0.19 
1 76.9 (22.7) reference 82.2 (7.25) reference 
2 76.0 (21.9) 0.7 80.3 (13.3) 2.3 
3 75.5 (21.9) 1.3 80.9 (13.4) 1.5 
4 76.7 (23.1) 0.0 81.2 (11.2) 1.2 
5 76.4 (23.1) 0.0 79.2 (11.6) 3.4 
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6 75.4 (21.5) 0.2 84.5 (8.81) 2.9 
7 77.3 (23.5) 0.8 82.4 (13.2) 0.8 
8 77.5 (22.6) 1.2 81.4 (7.44) 1.0 
9 75.3 (25.5) 0.4 82.4 (13.1) 0.1 
LDR 
 P-value†=0.84 P-value†=0.90 
1 2.52 (0.89) reference 2.88 (0.11) reference 
2 2.47 (0.89) 1.9 2.90 (0.25) 0.6 
3 2.56 (0.85) 1.5 2.84 (0.11) 1.3 
4 2.52 (0.67) 0.0 2.89 (0.10) 0.3 
5 2.57 (0.84) 1.9 2.91 (0.11) 1.0 
6 2.56 (0.84) 1.5 2.89 (0.09) 0.3 
7 2.56 (0.90) 1.5 2.87 (0.11) 0.3 
8 2.52 (0.81) 0.0 2.89 (0.11) 0.3 
9 2.52 (0.89) 0.0 2.89 (0.12) 0.3 
Optimality 
deviation 
 P-value†=0.84 P-value†=0.15 
1 -0.47 (0.34) reference -0.41 (0.35) reference 
2 -0.45 (0.30) 4.2 -0.38 (0.30) 7.3 
3 -0.50 (0.35) 6.4 -0.38 (0.30) 7.3 
4 -0.46 (0.37) 2.1 -0.38 (0.39) 7.3 
5 -0.32 (0.38) 32.0 -0.33 (0.29) 19.5 
6 -0.36 (0.32) 23.4 -0.29 (0.31) 29.2 
7 -0.38 (0.36) 19.1 -0.26 (0.37) 36.6 
8 -0.40 (0.41) 14.9 -0.33 (0.32) 19.5 
9 -0.47 (0.36) 0.0 -0.41 (0.32) 0.0 
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Chapter Five 
 
Grader, Software and Other Variability 
in Retinal Vascular Diameter 
Assessment 
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5.1  Introduction 
Retinal vascular diameter measurement has been widely used in disease 
assessment (Wong et al., 2006a, Lindley et al., 2009, Ding et al., 2014, McGeechan et 
al., 2009). Computer-assisted measurement techniques have been developed to reduce 
variability and improve the reliability (Newsom et al., 1992). However, the presence of 
noise and other artefacts due to the lighting condition and the physical condition of the 
eye result in uneven background and central reflex in retinal images. Furthermore, 
methods that summarise the individual vessel diameters in disc-centred retinal images 
have been developed to quantitatively measure the vessel size and reduce the variability 
in the measurements (Parr and Spears, 1974, Hubbard et al., 1999, Knudtson et al., 
2003). Commonly used summary measurement methods require a grader to confirm or 
correct the error in the process of optic disc identification, arteriole and venule 
classification, vessel selection and tracking. Manual intervention is essential in current 
retinal vascular diameter assessment and this leads to the dependency of the 
measurements on the expertise of the graders (Couper et al., 2002, Sherry et al., 2002). 
Variability in retinal vessel diameter measurement has been studied previously. A 
wide homeostatic range between the summary measures were observed from the retinal 
images taken on different days at different locations (Kofoed et al., 2009); however, no 
changes were found in another study (McCanna et al., 2013). Cardiac cycle has been 
identified as one of the factors responsible for the variability between the repeated 
photographs of same person (Sasongko et al., 2012, Knudtson et al., 2004). Newsom et 
al (1992) speculated that changes in retinal vessel diameter were due to changes in 
retinal perfusion pressure during the cardiac cycle. However, these variations were not 
found to be significant in the summary measures at different points of the cardiac cycle, 
as presented in Chapter 4. Furthermore, different measurement software has shown 
distinct results and demonstrated the varied strength in the pathological assessment (Yip 
et al., 2012). 
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Previous research has studied individual sources of variation such as difference 
between graders (Sherry et al., 2002), different software programs (Yip et al., 2012), 
difference between the repeated retinal images of the same eye (McCanna et al., 2013, 
Sasongko et al., 2012), and variation over the cardiac cycle (Knudtson et al., 2004). 
However, none of these studies has comprehensively measured all of these factors. This 
chapter simultaneously considers various sources of variation by taking multiple retinal 
images of multiple matched subjects over the cardiac cycle, measured in different 
regions by multiple graders using different software programs. This aims to develop a 
better understanding of the variability in retinal vessel diameter measurement.  
Identifying the sources and the extent of variability in measuring retinal vessels 
diameter is essential for validating the epidemiology findings (Benbassat and Polak, 
2009). It will lead to new techniques and methodology to reduce the variation. It will 
also assist in improving the comparisons between different studies, and in developing 
the necessary reporting procedures. This study has experimentally measured and 
statistically analysed the variations in retinal vessel summary diameter measurement 
due to the factors of repeated recordings over the cardiac cycle, graders, software 
programs and region of interest differences.  
 
5.2  Materials and Methods 
 Eighteen volunteers (15 male and 3 female), aged 21 to 42 years (mean 27 
years), participated in this study. The exclusion criteria for the subjects were (i) 
cardiovascular diseases, (ii) diabetes and (iii) current smoker. This selection minimised 
the differences between the volunteers.  
Nine disc-centred retinal images of the non-dilated left eye of each participant 
were captured using the ECG-synchronised retinal photography module over a period 
of approximately 30 minutes, already described in Chapter 3. These nine images 
corresponded to repetition over similar physiological and ambient conditions.  
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Three trained and experienced graders (A, B and C) from the Centre for Eye 
Research Australia (CERA) independently assessed the images using two semi-
automated computer software packages, IVAN (University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
Madison, WI) and SIVA (Singapore ‘I’ Vessel Assessment, Singapore) (Cheung et al., 
2011b, Sasongko et al., 2010, Wong et al., 2006b). The measurements using these two 
software programs were detailed in Chapter 3. The measurement was conducted in 
Zone B (the area between 0.5 to 1.0 disc diameter away from the optic disc margin) and 
Zone C (the area between 0.5 to 2.0 optic disc diameters away from the optic disc 
margin). Each image was graded individually. The graders were blind to the metadata 
associated with the images. There were four sets of measures corresponding to same 
data set, including the measures conducted by Grader A in Zone B using IVAN (Grading 
1), the measures conducted by Grader B in Zone B using IVAN (Grading 2), the 
measures conducted by Grader C in Zone B using SIVA (Grading 3) and the measures 
conducted by Grader C in Zone C using SIVA (Grading 4).  
Statistical analysis was performed using  STATA 10.1 for Windows (StataCorp LP, 
College Station, USA) and Matlab (R2012a, The MathWorks, Inc. USA). Repeated 
measures mixed model was used to analyse the mixed effects of ‘grader’, 'repeat', ‘ROI’ 
and ‘subject’. Intra-class correlation with two-way mixed effect analysis of variance 
model ICC(2,1) was used to assess the degree of consistency among measurements 
(McGraw and Wong, 1996). The difference between each set of measures was 
computed as the percentage, for example difference between two graders A and B was 
calculated by 100*|A-B|/(A+B)/2.  
 
5.3  Definition of Variation  
There are inherent variations in every measurement method. For the purpose of 
this study, the variations in retinal vessel diameter measurement are defined as follows: 
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i. Within-subject variation is the difference among the repeated measures of nine 
images of the same subject, measured by one grader using one software.  
ii. Inter-grader variation is the difference between the measurements of the same set 
of images by two graders using the same software (IVAN).  
iii. Inter-software variation is the difference between the measurements obtained 
using different software (SIVA and IVAN) on the same set of images measured in 
Zone B region.  
iv. Region of interest (ROI) variation is the difference between the measurements 
from the regions of Zone B and Zone C, conducted by one grader using same 
software (SIVA).  
 
5.4  Normality Test of Measurement Data 
A data set with normal distribution tends to a single mean value. Because of wider 
existence of normal distribution and the support of central limit theorem, random 
variables with unknown distributions are often assumed to be normally distributed, 
although this assumption can be dangerous in situations where it may not be applicable 
(Weisstein, Whittaker and Robinson, 1967). The probability distribution of a 
continuous data set is determined uniquely by the cumulative distribution function 
(CDF), probability density function (PDF) or possibly a transform of one of these 
(Hajek, 2013).  
Furthermore, the normal distribution of a data set is important in statistical 
analysis. In descriptive statistics, continuous data can be described and analysed using 
parametric statistics, such as the mean and standard deviation, only when the data 
approximates to normal distribution. In the baseline comparisons, many popular 
statistical tests require data with normal distribution, such as z-test, t-test and ANOVA 
(Walker and Almond, 2010). Using statistical tests and descriptive statistics with an 
unknown distribution may lead to a false result. 
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The randomness of retinal photography leads to the assumption of normal 
distribution in the measurement data. This needs to be verified to assure the correct 
descriptive statistics and statistical analysis. Multiple measurements in this thesis have 
provided an opportunity to study the distribution of data under different conditions, 
such as different graders and software. In Figures 5.1 and 5.2, the box plot and 
probability plot of CRAE and CRVE in four sets of grading are shown. Box plot 
graphically describes the measures of each subject with mean value and 95% 
confidence interval (95% CI). In the probability plot, the reference line forms an 
estimate of the CDF from the data. If measures are close to their reference lines in the 
probability plot, it indicates the normal distribution of the measures. Anderson-Darling 
normality test has also been used to determine the distribution of the measures. 
From the box plots in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, individual differences of retinal vessel 
diameter are noticed in all measures regardless of the factors of grader and software. 
The measures are close to their reference line in probability plots, and thus demonstrate 
the normal distribution of the measures. Anderson-Darling normality tests on each 
measurement confirmed all measures are normally distributed and all P values are less 
than 0.05, except CRVE measures in grading 1 and 2 (P-values < 0.1).  
In conclusion, the probability plots and Anderson-Darling normality tests have 
proven that the measures of retinal vessel summary diameters in this thesis are normally 
distributed regardless of the measurement methods and graders. This provides the 
evidence for a future study using descriptive statistics and statistical tests where normal 
distribution of data set is required.  
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Figure 5.1 Box plot and normality plot of four sets of CRAE measures 
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Figure 5.2 Box plot and normality plot of four sets of CRVE measures 
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5.5  Within-subject Variation in Repeated Photographs 
The within-subject variation was assessed from the nine images of each subject. 
These images were captured during a short duration and considered to be same in 
current retinal vascular assessment.  
In Tables 5.1 and 5.2, the mean values and standard deviations of CRAE and 
CRVE obtained from nine images of each subject are shown, measured by different 
graders using software SIVA and IVAN. Grading 1, 2 and 3 were the vessel 
measurements conducted in Zone B, while grading 4 measured the vessels in Zone C. 
The validation and consistency of each grading were assessed using ICC(2,1) based on 
Matlab function. Results show good correlation within the subject in all measures 
regardless of the grader and software (ICC=0.86 ~ 0.98). This confirms the high 
reproducibility of each measurement method. 
In CRAE measures, three measurements conducted in Zone B have similar 
amounts of SD, 6.38µm, 6.28µm and 6.20µm respectively, while measurement in Zone 
C has less variation (SD=3.67µm). However, differences are not obvious in CRVE, with 
SD in four sets of measures between 4.73 and 5.64µm. Though these measures are 
statistically non-significant at different points during the cardiac cycle, as presented in 
Chapter 4, the size of variation is comparable to the difference between case and control 
groups in other studies (Smith et al., 2004, Leung et al., 2003b). In a population based 
study of aging (Leung et al., 2003b), CRAE and CRVE were reported to decrease 4.8 
µm and 4.1µm respectively per decade increase in age. Small retinal arteriolar and 
venular changes were also found in a diabetes study (Ronald et al., 2006). Many studies 
found less than 10µm pathological change in retinal vessel diameter assessment 
between the case and control groups. The impact of large within-subject variation on 
disease assessment is further discussed using an example.   
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Table 5.1 Mean and SD in four sets of CRAE measures 
Subject No. of Images 
Grading 1 Grading 2 Grading 3 Grading 4 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
1 9 154.32 7.11 149.15 5.17 144.60 5.57 161.08 2.96 
2 9 180.29 7.43 168.64 7.12 223.00 5.81 157.65 4.08 
3 9 182.68 5.31 172.90 3.91 224.14 8.58 157.64 3.21 
4 9 177.48 3.08 167.91 5.70 - - - - 
5 9 174.26 5.99 167.70 8.83 - - - - 
6 9 170.73 7.29 158.80 7.45 - - - - 
7 9 166.22 4.47 160.55 6.62 - - - - 
8 9 163.52 8.12 156.04 7.52 - - - - 
9 9 151.12 6.17 143.60 6.63 133.01 3.82 134.31 3.26 
10 9 172.45 10.44 169.50 5.63 164.67 7.52 159.14 6.01 
11 9 171.27 9.36 159.74 7.54 143.03 3.72 144.76 3.32 
12 9 165.89 8.05 163.62 5.05 141.02 8.12 153.68 3.89 
13 9 166.62 6.81 158.06 7.34 147.43 9.10 146.84 4.50 
14 9 134.71 1.87 131.24 2.50 118.54 3.54 121.40 2.48 
15 9 181.58 6.06 176.14 9.11 150.24 8.74 154.95 3.14 
16 9 168.65 6.05 166.82 5.39 150.89 5.13 149.99 5.03 
17 9 204.45 7.21 195.68 7.69 186.80 6.52 182.30 3.96 
18 9 173.80 4.01 171.59 3.79 157.59 4.36 159.54 1.92 
Average  170.00 6.38 163.21 6.28 160.38 6.20 152.56 3.67 
Note: SIVA measures are conducted on 13 subjects that are among 18 subjects of IVAN measures 
 
Table 5.2 Mean and SD in four sets of CRVE measures 
Subject No. of  Images 
Grading 1 Grading 2 Grading 3 Grading 4 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
1 9 235.46 2.49 233.54 6.99 223.00 5.81 216.39 11.09 
2 9 263.94 5.15 262.31 2.74 224.14 8.58 231.12 3.83 
3 9 254.45 7.84 251.44 5.83 185.47 4.57 218.66 4.81 
4 9 251.83 7.97 245.88 3.31 - - - - 
5 9 251.19 7.37 250.12 6.20 - - - - 
6 9 232.19 6.83 230.48 8.22 - - - - 
7 9 262.17 5.95 255.59 8.08 - - - - 
8 9 230.09 5.43 224.25 7.23 - - - - 
9 9 240.16 4.18 238.21 4.10 218.89 3.55 219.93 3.00 
10 9 248.48 4.84 248.39 8.72 218.29 9.77 228.01 6.40 
11 9 218.55 5.61 217.21 4.17 194.06 2.84 202.21 3.89 
12 9 223.83 5.03 228.61 3.80 192.70 4.29 193.16 3.32 
13 9 245.92 5.19 240.56 6.27 211.77 5.84 215.99 4.29 
14 9 202.94 4.31 201.27 4.85 185.22 3.31 188.49 2.89 
15 9 276.77 5.46 275.87 8.63 249.79 5.76 247.40 4.86 
16 9 253.29 4.19 250.08 3.15 225.57 3.80 236.68 6.37 
17 9 254.27 8.28 254.66 5.17 227.65 3.50 232.73 3.01 
18 9 265.63 5.42 264.93 3.46 229.41 4.61 237.31 3.74 
Average  245.06 5.64 242.97 5.61 214.31 5.10 220.62 4.73 
Note: SIVA measures are conducted on 13 subjects that are among 18 subjects of IVAN measures 
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An hypertension study (Smith et al., 2004) differentiated the hypertension group 
and non-hypertensive group, illustrated in Figure 5.3. The two groups were well 
separated, based on the data provided in the paper. However, the result becomes 
unfounded when extra within-subject variation, 6µm according to the previous result, 
is considered, as shown in Figure 5.4. The 95% confidence interval areas of two 
distribution curves are overlapped. The extent of overlapping depends on the 
parameters of the subjects (mean value and within-subject variation) and measurement 
accuracy (standard deviation and 95% confidence interval).  
 
Figure 5.3  An example of hypertension study (Smith et al., 2004). Red colour denotes 
hypertension group. Green colour denotes non-hypertension group. Shaded area denotes 95% 
of given population (mean±2 SD). The hypertension and non-hypertension group are well 
separated. 
 
 
Figure 5.4   Same hypertension study as above. The figure shows the distribution plot of retinal 
arteriole diameters after extra within-subject variation is added. The distribution of the two 
groups now overlap. The hypertension and non-hypertension groups cannot be separated. 
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Current retinal vascular assessments do not consider variations in repeated 
photographs. Large population based studies and proper statistical analysis might 
correctly interpret the results and the related pathological causes. Those studies had a 
large sample size, sufficient to validate the assumption that group average of retinal 
vessel diameters without consideration of variation in the repeated photographs might 
not have major impact on their findings of disease association. However, those 
assumptions may not held in the assessments.  
 
5.6  Inter-grader Variation 
Inter-grader variation was assessed from grading 1 and 2, with measurements 
conducted by two graders using software IVAN. In Tables 5.3 and 5.4, the CRAE and 
CRVE measures with mean value, standard deviation and 95% confidence interval are 
shown. The mean value difference of two measures (Grader A and B) is defined by 
100*|A-B|/(A+B)/2, shown in absolute percentage. 
Table 5.3 CRAE measured by two graders using software IVAN 
Subject No. of Images 
Grader A Grader B Difference in 
Mean % Mean SD 95%CI Mean SD 95%CI 
1 9 154.32 7.11 (148.85,  159.78) 149.15 5.17 (145.17,  153.13) 3.41 
2 9 180.29 7.43 (173.42,  187.17) 168.64 7.12 (162.06,  175.23) 6.68 
3 9 182.68 5.31 (178.24,  187.12) 172.90 3.91 (169.64,  176.17) 5.50 
4 9 177.48 3.08 (175.12,  179.85) 167.91 5.70  (163.53,  172.30) 5.54 
5 9 174.26 5.99 (168.72,  179.80) 167.70 8.83 (159.54,  175.87) 3.83 
6 9 170.73 7.29 (165.13,  176.34) 158.80 7.45 (153.08,  164.53) 7.24 
7 9 166.22 4.47 (162.78,  169.65) 160.55 6.62 (155.46,  165.64) 3.47 
8 9 163.52 8.12 (156.74,  170.31) 156.04 7.52 (149.75,  162.32) 4.68 
9 9 151.12 6.17 (146.38,  155.86) 143.60 6.63 (138.51,  148.70) 5.10 
10 9 172.45 10.44 (164.43,  180.47) 169.50 5.63 (165.17,  173.83) 1.73 
11 9 171.27 9.36 (164.08,  178.47) 159.74 7.54 (153.95,  165.53) 6.97 
12 9 165.89 8.05 (159.71,  172.07) 163.62 5.05 (159.74,  167.50) 1.38 
13 9 166.62 6.81 (161.39,  171.86) 158.06 7.34 (152.42,  163.70) 5.27 
14 9 134.71 1.87 (133.27, 136.14) 131.24 2.50 (129.32, 133.15) 2.61 
15 9 181.58 6.06 (176.92,  186.23) 176.14 9.11 (169.13,  183.14) 3.04 
16 9 168.65 6.05 (164.00,  173.30) 166.82 5.39 (162.68,  170.96) 1.09 
17 9 204.45 7.21 (198.90,  209.99) 195.68 7.69 (189.77,  201.59) 4.38 
18 9 173.80 4.01 (170.72,  176.89) 171.59 3.79 (168.68,  174.51) 1.28 
Average  170.00 6.38  163.21 6.28  4.07 
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Table 5.4 CRVE measured by two graders using software IVAN 
Subject No. of Images 
Grader1 Grader2 Difference in 
Mean% Mean SD 95%CI Mean SD 95%CI 
1 9 235.46 2.49 ( 233.54, 237.37) 233.54 6.99 (228.16, 238.91) 0.82 
2 9 263.94 5.15 ( 259.18,  268.70) 262.31 2.74 (259.78, 264.84) 0.62 
3 9 254.45 7.84 ( 247.89,  261.00) 251.44 5.83 (246.56, 256.31) 1.19 
4 9 251.83 7.97 ( 245.71,  257.95) 245.88 3.31 (243.34, 248.42) 2.39 
5 9 251.19 7.37 ( 244.38,  258.00) 250.12 6.20 (244.38, 255.86) 0.43 
6 9 232.19 6.83 ( 226.94,  237.44) 230.48 8.22 (224.16, 236.80) 0.74 
7 9 262.17 5.95 ( 257.60,  266.74) 255.59 8.08 (249.37, 261.80) 2.54 
8 9 230.09 5.43 ( 225.55,  234.63) 224.25 7.23 (218.21, 230.30) 2.57 
9 9 240.16 4.18 ( 236.95,  243.38) 238.21 4.10 (235.06, 241.36) 0.82 
10 9 248.48 4.84 ( 244.76,  252.20) 248.39 8.72 (241.68, 255.09) 0.04 
11 9 218.55 5.61 ( 214.24,  222.86) 217.21 4.17 (214.00, 220.41) 0.62 
12 9 223.83 5.03 ( 219.97,  227.70) 228.61 3.80 (225.69, 231.53) 2.11 
13 9 245.92 5.19 ( 241.93,  249.91) 240.56 6.27 (235.74, 245.38) 2.20 
14 9 202.94 4.31 ( 199.63,  206.26) 201.27 4.85 (197.55, 204.99) 0.83 
15 9 276.77 5.46 ( 272.58,  280.97) 275.87 8.63 (269.23, 282.51) 0.33 
16 9 253.29 4.19 ( 250.07,  256.51) 250.08 3.15 (247.66, 252.50) 1.28 
17 9 254.27 8.28 ( 247.90,  260.64) 254.66 5.17 (250.68, 258.63) 0.15 
18 9 265.63 5.42 ( 261.46,  269.79) 264.93 3.46 (262.27, 267.59) 0.26 
Average  245.06 5.64  242.97 5.61  1.11 
 
From Table 5.3, difference is observed between the graders A and B. The average 
difference between the graders A and B for CRAE is 4.07% (range 1.09-7.24%). The 
results show that for all measures, grader A estimates are consistently higher than of 
grader B and indicate a grader bias. From Table 5.4, it is observed that the average 
difference between the graders A and B for CRVE is 1.11% (range 0.15 – 2.57 %). 
There is no noticeable bias between the graders in CRVE measures. The lower 
difference in the measurement of the retinal venules compared with the arterioles may 
be attributed to the venules having higher contrast compared to the arterioles, leading 
to lower measurement error.  
Statistical analysis of repeated measures mixed model with fixed effect of ‘grader’ 
and random effect of ‘repeat’ and ‘subject’ is conducted to analyse the mixed effects. 
Results show the significant inter-grader difference in retinal arteriolar and venular 
summary measures (P=0.016 in CRAE measures and P=0.048 in CRVE measures). 
These significant inter-grader variations raise the issue of the comparability of results 
measured by different graders. Future studies should be aware of these inter-grader 
variations. 
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5.7  Inter-software Variation 
Inter-software variation was assessed with a similar process described in inter-
grader variation assessment. Both grading 1 and 2 were measured in Zone B using 
software IVAN. The measures from grading 1 and 2 were averaged to minimise grader 
effect and then compared with grading 3 that was measured in Zone B using SIVA.  
Table 5.5 Result of inter-software variation 
CRAE CRVE 
Subject No. of Images 
IVAN SIVA Difference 
in Mean% 
IVAN SIVA Difference 
in Mean% Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
1 9 151.66 5.42 144.60 5.57 1.19 234.17 4.06 223.00 5.81 1.22 
2 9 174.47 6.26 223.00 5.81 6.11 263.13 3.48 224.14 8.58 4.00 
3 9 177.79 3.38 224.14 8.58 5.77 252.94 5.47 185.47 4.57 7.69 
9 9 146.97 6.37 133.01 3.82 2.49 239.22 4.03 218.89 3.55 2.22 
10 9 171.87 7.38 164.67 7.52 1.07 248.42 6.32 218.29 9.77 3.23 
11 9 164.40 7.45 143.03 3.72 3.48 217.15 3.42 194.06 2.84 2.81 
12 9 164.63 5.65 141.02 8.12 3.86 226.49 3.90 192.70 4.29 4.03 
13 9 163.64 5.67 147.43 9.10 2.61 243.89 5.36 211.77 5.84 3.52 
14 9 132.78 1.73 118.54 3.54 2.83 202.47 4.25 185.22 3.31 2.22 
15 9 179.72 6.93 150.24 8.74 4.47 276.74 6.48 249.79 5.76 2.56 
16 9 168.26 4.64 150.89 5.13 2.72 251.67 3.16 225.57 3.80 2.73 
17 9 200.12 5.98 186.80 6.52 1.72 254.36 6.29 227.65 3.50 2.77 
18 9 173.13 3.49 157.59 4.36 2.35 266.23 2.88 229.41 4.61 3.71 
Average 166.88 5.41 160.38 6.20 3.13 244.37 4.55 214.31 5.10 3.29 
 
In Table 5.5, the result of inter-software variation shows differences between the 
mean values as 3.13% and 3.29% for CRAE and CRVE respectively. The sizes of inter-
software variations in CRAE and CRVE are similar regardless of vessel type, while 
inter-grader variation discussed previously was larger in the arteriolar measures 
compared to the venular measures.  
Statistical analysis of repeated measures mixed model with fixed effect of 
‘software’ and random effect of ‘repeat’ and ‘subject’ is conducted to analyse the mixed 
effects. Results show the significant inter-software difference in retinal arteriolar and 
venular summary measures (both P<0.001). However, these significant variations 
might be due to one or both of the effects of grader and measurement software, which 
cannot be determined in this work. The grader effect is difficult to differentiate in this 
case due to the distinguishable measurement protocols of different software programs. 
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However, the significant difference between the measures using different software 
programs indicates that these measures were not comparable and the results are not 
interchangeable.  
 
5.8  ROI Difference 
In Table 5.6, the measures in Zone B and Zone C conducted by the same grader 
using software SIVA are compared. Results show the ROI caused differences are 2.01% 
and 0.90% for CRAE and CRVE measures respectively. The differences are less than 
those caused by grader and software, but have some dependency on the vessel type.  
Table 5.6 ROI difference in the measures by single grader using software SIVA 
CRAE CRVE 
Subject No. of Images 
Zone B Zone C Difference 
in Mean% 
Zone B Zone C Difference 
in Mean% Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
1 9 144.60 5.57 161.08 2.96 2.70 223.00 5.81 216.39 11.09 0.75 
2 9 223.00 5.81 157.65 4.08 8.58 224.14 8.58 231.12 3.83 0.77 
3 9 224.14 8.58 157.64 3.21 8.71 185.47 4.57 218.66 4.81 4.11 
9 9 133.01 3.82 134.31 3.26 0.24 218.89 3.55 219.93 3.00 0.12 
10 9 164.67 7.52 159.14 6.01 0.85 218.29 9.77 228.01 6.40 1.09 
11 9 143.03 3.72 144.76 3.32 0.30 194.06 2.84 202.21 3.89 1.03 
12 9 141.02 8.12 153.68 3.89 2.15 192.70 4.29 193.16 3.32 0.06 
13 9 147.43 9.10 146.84 4.50 0.10 211.77 5.84 215.99 4.29 0.49 
14 9 118.54 3.54 121.40 2.48 0.60 185.22 3.31 188.49 2.89 0.44 
15 9 150.24 8.74 154.95 3.14 0.77 249.79 5.76 247.40 4.86 0.24 
16 9 150.89 5.13 149.99 5.03 0.15 225.57 3.80 236.68 6.37 1.20 
17 9 186.80 6.52 182.30 3.96 0.61 227.65 3.50 232.73 3.01 0.55 
18 9 157.59 4.36 159.54 1.92 0.31 229.41 4.61 237.31 3.74 0.85 
Average 160.38 6.20 152.56 3.67 2.01 214.31 5.10 220.62 4.73 0.90 
 
Statistical analysis of repeated measures mixed model with fixed effect of ‘ROI’ 
and random effect of ‘repeat’ and ‘subject’ is conducted to analyse the mixed effects. 
Results show the difference is non-significant in CRAE measures (P=0.314), but 
significant in CRVE measures (P=0.027). However, significant differences are obtained 
in both CRAE and CRVE measures when the measures are compared between two 
graders using IVAN in Zone B and SIVA in Zone C (all P<0.001). This result shows the 
mixed effect of grader and ROI. It provides explanation for the varied association with 
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disease using IVAN and SIVA measures in the previous studies (Kotliar and Lanzl, 2011, 
Yip et al., 2012). 
 
5.9  Can ECG Synchronised Retinal Images Reduce Cardiac Variation? 
Previous studies have suggested that cardiac cycle synchronised retinal images 
should be used to achieve accurate measurement and to avoid an unrecognized source 
of variation in the measurements of retinal vessel diameters between individuals or over 
time in the same individual (Chen et al., 1994, Knudtson et al., 2004). However, results 
were conflicting in Reshef’s experiment (Reshef, 1999) in which the ECG synchronised 
images taken at the same point in the cardiac cycle also incurred the similar amount of 
variation as non-synchronised images.  
The question has been raised again if ECG synchronised retinal images are able 
to reduce the variation during the cardiac cycle.  
Reshef’s experiment used an ECG synchronisation method, though the details of 
synchronisation were not described. Captured images were measured using software 
IVAN which is also used in this thesis. To assess repeated photographs at the same point 
of the cardiac cycle, this work obtained nine retinal images captured over the cardiac 
cycle, of which the 1st and 9th images were both captured at the peak of ECG R-wave. 
This ensured accurate synchronisation regardless of the varied R-R intervals caused by 
heart rate variability.  
The previous analysis in this chapter showed that variations in retinal vessel 
summary diameters were affected by the factors of cardiac cycle, grader, assessment 
software, ROI and the repeated photographs. These factors should be considered 
simultaneously to determine if ECG synchronisation could reduce the variation. In 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the changes of retinal vessel summary diameter during the cardiac 
cycle in four sets of CRAE and CRVE measures are visualised.  
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Figure 5.5 Variation at different points of cardiac cycle in CRAE measures. X-axis is cardiac 
points. Y-axis is the variation compared to first frame of nine images. Grading 1 (red) and 
grading 2 (green) are measured in Zone B using software IVAN by two graders. Grading 3 
(purple) and grading 4 (black) are measured by same grader using software SIVA in Zone B 
and Zone C respectively. Blue circles and vertical lines denote the mean value and 95% CI of 
variance. The bold solid lines indicate the change of the mean value during the cardiac cycle.  
 
The comparison in CRAE measures is in Figure 5.5. The measures in Zone B 
(grading 1 to grading 3) have larger within-subject variation regardless of the grader or 
software used. The measures conducted in Zone C using SIVA have less within-subject 
variation and the change follows the rhythm of the cardiac cycle. This is speculated to 
be due to the difference in measurement protocols and the measured vessel lengths, 
which will be discussed in Chapter 6. A similar result for CRVE measures is shown in 
Figure 5.6. Only CRVE measures using SIVA in Zone C show the trend of following 
the rhythm of the cardiac cycle.  
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Figure 5.6 Variation at different points of cardiac cycle in CRVE measures. X-axis is cardiac 
points. Y-axis is the variation compared to first frame of nine images. Grading 1 (red) and 
grading 2 (green) are measured in Zone B using software IVAN by two graders. Grading 3 
(purple) and grading 4 (black) are measured by same grader using software SIVA in Zone B 
and Zone C respectively. Blue circles and vertical lines denote the mean value and 95% CI of 
variance. The bold solid lines indicate the change of the mean value during the cardiac cycle. 
 
 To quantitatively assess the variations in the measures with or without ECG 
synchronisation, the variances are calculated as the absolute value of mean and SD 
among the measures of 1st to 8th images, where time intervals were equally distributed 
during the cardiac cycle, and between the measures of 1st and 9th images for those 
synchronised with ECG R-wave. The results are listed in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 for 
CRAE and CRVE measures respectively.  
 
Table 5.7 Variation (µm) in CRAE measures with and without ECG synchronisation 
 Grading1 Grading2 Grading3 Grading4 
 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Image 1-8 5.87 5.07 6.21 4.98 4.22 3.42 2.40 1.98 
Image 1&9 3.40 4.81 4.71 6.66 2.68 3.79 0.24 0.34 
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Table 5.8 Variation (µm) in CRVE measures with and without ECG synchronisation 
 Grading1 Grading2 Grading3 Grading4 
 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Image 1-8 5.29 4.33 5.81 4.63 3.99 3.02 3.96 2.74 
Image 1&9 3.12 4.42 3.77 5.33 2.36 3.34 0.65 0.92 
 
From Table 5.7, it is observed that the mean variation between 1st and 9th images 
is consistently smaller than the mean variation among 1st to 8th images in all measures. 
This indicates that the measures using ECG synchronised retinal photographs have less 
variation compared to the measures without ECG synchronisation. However, the 
grading 1, 2 and 3 conducted in Zone B have large standard deviations which affect the 
significance in variation reduction using ECG synchronisation. This explains the 
previous results (Reshef, 1999) why ECG synchronised retinal photographs failed to 
minimise the cardiac variation. There is efficient variation reduction in grading 4, where 
the vessels were measured in Zone C using software SIVA. The variation and standard 
deviation between 1st and 9th images are significantly less than those among 1st to 8th 
images. This shows that ECG synchronised retinal images are able to minimise 
photography and measurement variation during the cardiac cycle. 
 
5.10 Summary 
The multiple studies conducted in this chapter have comprehensively assessed 
the variations in retinal vascular summary diameter measurement, which are affected 
by the repeated photographs, graders, software programs and ROI. Results have shown 
the presence of grader bias and highlighted the importance of reporting the software 
that has been used for the analysis. Due to the inherent variability in the measures 
affected by various factors, there is need for caution when interpreting retinal vascular 
summary diameters in assessments and comparing the results between the studies.  
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The reduction of the cardiac variation in retinal vascular summary diameter can 
be achieved using ECG synchronised photographs, even if with some dependence on 
the measurement method. Accurate ECG synchronisation, proper measurement method 
and the grader expertise are essential in this case. The synchronisation at ECG R-wave 
is recommended to avoid the effect of heart rate variability.   
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Chapter Six 
 
Summary Method and Measurement 
Protocol Associated Variation 
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6.1  Introduction 
Previous chapters have studied the impact of the cardiac cycle, grader and 
software on retinal vascular parameter measurements. A few questions have been raised. 
As stated in Chapter 4, non-significant cardiac variation was found in the retinal 
vessel summary diameters, while the individual vessel diameters showed significant 
difference. It was speculated that the summary method using the revised formula was 
robust against variation. A question was also raised that the subtle changes of the 
individual vessel may be masked by the summary method. A simulation study is used 
in this chapter to investigate the impact of the summary method. 
Two retinal vascular measurement programs were compared in Chapter 5. The 
results showed that inter-software variation was statistically significant, which meant 
the same set of retinal images might be interpreted differently due to software 
differences. One of the differences is the region of interest where vessels are measured. 
This leads to the speculation that the measured vessel length affected the result though 
the summary method was applied. This chapter investigates the impact of measured 
vessel length and the concept of the minimum length of measured vessel is suggested 
to minimise measurement variation.  
The measurement protocol defines the region where the vessels should be 
measured and guides the grader to perform the measurement. The manual intervention 
induced in this process results in inter-grader and inter-software variations. In the final 
part of this chapter, issues related to the measurement protocol are discussed.  
 
6.2  Summary Method 
The summary method used in retinal vacular diameter measurement was 
developed to measure the vessel diameters quantitatively. The summary formulas, such 
as the Parr-Hubbard formulas (Parr and Spears, 1974, Hubbard et al., 1999) and the 
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revised formulas (Knudtson et al., 2003), pair the biggest arterioles and venules and 
summarise them into CRAE and CRVE, as detailed in Chapter 2. The summary 
formulas are estimations based on the experimental data and are non-linear. For 
example, the summary diameter of two arterioles of the same size using the revised 
formula is 1.24 times larger. In this part, a simulation study is used to investigate the 
impact of the summary method with varied sample size and additive error. The 
advantages and limitations of the summary method are discussed.  
 
6.2.1 Materials and Methods 
Matlab (Mathworks, USA) based model is built to perform the tasks. The model 
adjusts the inputs with varied sample size, branching coefficients and additive errors. 
A measurement protocol has suggested that all vessels over 80µm should be measured 
(Knudtson et al., 2003). Therefore, the six vessels are chosen as 80, 100, 120, 140, 160 
and 180µm. After calculation using the revised formulas, CRAE=234.86 µm and 
CRVE=287.25µm are considered as the baseline.  
A data set with random numbers of the mean values and standard deviations based 
on normal distribution is generated using Matlab function ‘normrnd‘. An example data 
set with 1000 samples is shown in Table 6.1. 
 
Table 6.1 An example data set generated by MATLAB 
Sample Vessel1 Vessel2 Vessel3 Vessel4 Vessel5 Vessel6 
1 182.84 161.47 137.86 117.57 97.65 75.29 
2 175.38 162.32 141.53 118.42 98.90 79.30 
3 180.79 155.19 142.68 122.18 96.94 73.74 
4 183.52 158.84 136.92 120.60 103.76 78.93 
5 186.50 164.05 139.50 124.44 98.30 83.93 
... … … … … … … 
1000 182.64 160.38 139.74 119.19 98.00 79.50 
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6.2.2 The Impact of Standard Deviation 
Corresponding to each standard deviation value from 1µm to 100µm (standard 
deviation more than 20µm is unlikely to happen in a real measurement, but simulation 
shows the trend), a data set with 1000 samples are generated. MATLAB program 
calculates these 1000 samples into CRAE and CRVE using the revised formulas 
(detailed in Chapter 2) and averages them into the mean values.  
The calculations of CRAE and CRVE are close to the baseline value in Figure 6.1 
when standard deviation is less than 10 µm. The trend of CRAE and CRVE calculations 
are similar because the summary formulas of CRAE and CRVE have similar equations 
only with different branching coefficients. Therefore, only the CRAE formula will be 
studied later.  
Various reasons may produce a larger standard deviation, such as human error, 
poor quality image and blurred vessel edge, which will be discussed later in this chapter. 
The summary formulas seem to be able to correct for the standard deviation error up to 
10µm.  
 
Figure 6.1 CRAE/CRVE calculations using the revised formulas when standard deviation 
varies. Red curve denotes CRAE and dash line is baseline. Blue colour denotes CRVE and its 
baseline.  
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6.2.3 The Impact of Sample Size 
A total of 1000 data sets are generated and processed corresponding to each 
sample size that is chosen from 1 to 1000. The multiple data sets aim to remove random 
effect. The mean CRAE values corresponding to each sample size are calculated and 
plotted in Figure 6.2. 
Result shows the CRAE calculations using the revised formula have the larger 
variation when the sample size is small. With the increase in sample size, the summary 
calculations are close to the baseline value. This implies that population based study 
with a large sample size provides a more reliable result and the summary formula is 
unable to minimise the larger variation that occurs in the data sets with a small sample 
size.  
 
Figure 6.2 Calculations using CRAE summary formula when sample size varies. 
 
6.2.4 The Impact of Measurement Error in Retinal Vessels 
Different graders may have different judgments on the optic disk location and 
size, the retinal vessel edges and the vessel selection. Assuming the graders measure 
the same set of retinal images with high consistency and minimum error, the measures 
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from a grader are consistently larger or smaller than those from another grader, which 
indicates grader bias. To assess this impact, additive errors of 1, 3, 5, 10 and 20 are 
respectively added to all six vessels.  
In Figure 6.3, the simulation result shows that the differences between each group 
measures are significant (paired t-test, all P<0.05). This demonstrates that the measures 
from multiple graders are significantly different if grader bias exists. This explains the 
inter-grader variation found in Chapter 5.  
 
Figure 6.3 Calculations using CRAE summary formula when different additive errors are added 
to all measures (‘Data’ denotes orignal measures, ‘Data+1’ denotes 1µm is added to all vessel 
measures, ‘Data+3’ denotes 3µm is added to all vessel measures, and so on). The boxplot shows 
95% confidence intervals and mean values.  
 
Figure 6.3 also shows that if the variances on all vessels are similar in amount, 
the calculations using the summary formula amplify the variation by 1.6 to 1.8 times. 
For example, if each one of the largest six vessels is measured to be 10µm larger, the 
CRAE value is around 252µm, which is 17µm larger than the baseline 234.85µm. The 
17µm variation in CRAE is about 1.7 times larger compared to 10µm variation in each 
individual vessel. If a grader bias is 20µm larger than another grader consistently, the 
calculated CRAE value results in 33µm difference, which is 1.65 times larger than 20 
µm. The summary formulas were developed to reduce the variations and quantify the 
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individual measures. However, the summary formulas are inefficient to reduce the 
variation caused by grader bias and systemic errors that are constant in one direction.  
An experienced grader may have less chance to make human error on overall 
measurement; however, the measurement error on a single vessel often happens. To 
simulate this situation, additive errors of 1, 3, 5, 10 and 20 are added respectively to 
one of the six vessels. The preliminary test has shown the results are not affected by 
which vessel the additive error is added.  
 
 
Figure 6.4 Calculations using CRAE summary formula when different additive errors are added 
to one measure (‘Data’ denotes orignal measures, ‘Data+1’ denote 1µm is added to one of the 
vessel measures, ‘Data+3’ denotes 3µm is added to one of the vessel measures, and so on). The 
boxplot shows 95% confidence intervals and mean values.  
 
In Figure 6.4, the simulation result also shows that every unit of additive error 
has approximately one-third impact on the summary result and reduces two thirds of 
the variation. Therefore, the variation occurring on a single vessel has less impact on 
the summary measures. This confirms the speculation in Chapter 4 that the summary 
formulas are robust against variation. On the other hand, if there is subtle change on a 
single vessel, this change may not be detected when the summary formulas are used. 
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Another study (Moret et al., 2011) has confirmed that retinal pulsation does not exist 
for all people and for all vessels within the same person. This leads to the conclusion 
that the summary measures using the revised formulas may not be suitable for detecting 
subtle changes from an individual vessel, such as retinal pulsation.  
 
6.3  Length of the Measured Vessel 
Systemic diseases have impacts on the retinal vessel diameters that are 
quantitatively measured in a designated region (zone) (Wong et al., 2006a, Kifley et al., 
2007, Sasongko et al., 2010). The optic disc centred retinal image analysis often defines 
the region-of-interest (ROI) into three concentric subzones surrounding the optic disc, 
described in Chapter 2. Briefly, each zone corresponds to the area between optic disc 
margin to 0.5 optic disc diameter (Zone A), 0.5 to 1 disc diameter (Zone B) and 0.5 to 
2 optic disc diameters (Zone C) away from the optic disc margin. Currently Zone B and 
Zone C are the popular ROIs where most measurements are conducted. 
The lengths of measured vessels vary in these zones. Though the individual vessel 
diameters are averaged from multiple cross-section diameters in a segment and then 
summarised into the summary diameter using the revised formulas, the analysis in 
Chapter 5 showed that there was significant difference in the summary diameters of the 
same vessels measured in different zones. Furthermore, the natural structure of retinal 
vessels often have branching and crossing which causes a difference in the measured 
vessel length defined by measurement protocols. For example, retinal vascular 
assessment software IVAN defines that the vessel trunk should be measured before the 
branching regardless of the length of the measured segment (RETVIC, 2008). However, 
it also warns that the measures may not be reliable if the trunk length is short.  
The measured lengths of retinal vessels affect the measurement results. This 
impact needs to be investigated if the minimum measured length is required to achieve 
a reliable result. This will be useful for the future development of assessment protocol. 
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6.3.1 Materials and Methods 
Thirty-four healthy volunteers, aged 20 – 39 years (18 male and 16 female), were 
recruited to participate in this study. The selected participants were considered young 
and in a narrow age band which minimised the possible impact of age. The exclusion 
criteria for the participants were: (i) any previous or current medical conditions; (ii) 
being on any medication and (iii) current smoker. Nine disc-centred retinal images of 
the non-dilated left eye of each participant were captured using ECG synchronised 
retinal photography method, described in Chapter 3. There were a total of 306 disc-
centred retinal images. 
The image processing and the vessel measurement using CPDM were previously 
detailed in Chapter 3. A total of 1161 retinal arteries and 1224 retinal veins were 
extracted and tracked. The diameters were calculated and all measured diameters were 
adjusted to follow the direction outbound of OD. The measured vessel diameters were 
averaged with each length unit, using the formula:  
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where d is the measured cross-section diameter along the vessel wall and D is the 
mean diameter. For example, a vessel segment has 1000 tracked points on the centreline 
and the diameters are measured perpendicular to the centreline and through these points. 
D(1) is the diameter through the 1st point. D(2) is the mean value of the first two 
diameters. D(1000) is the mean value of the measured 1000 cross-section diameters. 
The intervals between nearby two points are fixed. The mean diameters in the varied 
lengths are normalized by subtracting each value from its overall mean value.  
 
6.3.2 Results and Discussion 
In Figure 6.5, the mean diameters in the varied lengths of retinal venules are 
plotted. The maximum variation can reach 20µm for some vessels, particularly when 
the measured lengths are short. The absolute values calculated from the averaged 
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variations indicate the trend, shown in Figure 6.6. The trend shows that there is less 
variation when the measured lengths of retinal venules are longer. The variation has 
dropped to below 2µm when the measured lengths are longer than around 350 µm. The 
measurements of the retinal arterioles have similar results, shown in Figure 6.7. The 
averaged variation becomes less than 2µm when the length of the measured retinal 
arteriole is longer than around 400µm. 
There is a knee point in the figure of variation versus the measured vessel length 
regardless of the vessel type. The knee point is corresponding to the measured length 
around 400µm. If the measured vessel length is longer than 400µm which is around a 
quarter of optic disc diameter, the variation in the mean value is stable and less than 
2µm. 
This study has demonstrated that the longer length of measured vessel has less 
variation and provides the more reliable results. The popular retinal assessment 
software often measures vessels in Zone B and Zone C. Zone C measures have the 
longer measured vessel length compared to Zone B measures. The results of this study 
indicate that the measures have less variation if the vessels are measured in Zone C 
compared to those measured in Zone B. This can explain why only the measures of 
Zone C in four sets of grading have smaller standard deviations, presented in Chapter 
5. An earlier study (Yip et al., 2012) reported that the retinal vascular diameters 
measured in Zone C using SIVA had stronger associations with systemic variables 
compared to Zone B IVAN measures. This study provides an explanation for their 
finding.  
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Figure 6.5  Mean diameters of retinal venules vary with the measured lengths. 
 
 
Figure 6.6  The trend of variation in varied lengths of measured retinal venules. 
 
 
Figure 6.7  The trend of variation in varied lengths of measured retinal arterioles. 
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6.4  Measurement Protocol 
Semi-automated retinal vascular assessments require manual intervention and a 
well-defined measurement protocol is important for a standardised procedure. A 
measurement protocol defines the measurement rules, such as region of interest, vessel 
selection, grader operation and image quality assessment. Semi-automated assessment 
software is able to roughly identify the optic disk, classify and track arterioles and 
venules. These processes require confirmation from a grader. If there is error on OD 
identification or vessel tracking, the grader needs to correct and re-track the vessel 
manually. The grader may also need to shorten or extend the measured vessel length, 
especially when a vessel has branching or two vessels are crossing. In Figure 6.8, two 
examples of IVAN measurement are shown. The grading protocol (RETVIC, 2008) 
defines the measurement of the trunk close to the optic disk rather than the branches 
even though the trunk is much shorter than the branches. The short measured vessel 
length may induce large variation in the measurement as discussed earlier and the 
minimum measured vessel length should be considered in the measurement protocol.  
 
   
(a)                                                                      (b) 
Figure 6.8 Two examples of IVAN measurement. The vessel measurements are generated 
automatically by the software. According to the grading protocol, (a) the vessel is measured 
before the crossings and (b) the trunk is measured rather than branches regardless of the length.  
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(a) 
Automatic 
tracking #1 
CRAE=144.87 µm  
 
  
(b) 
Automatic 
tracking #2 
CRAE=147.82 µm  
 
  
(c) 
Manual corrected 
tracking 
CRAE=155.50 µm   
 
Figure 6.9  Calculated CRAE summary diameter when an arteriole is re-tracked automatically 
and manually. (a) and (b) automatic vessel tracking. (c) the tracking error is manually corrected 
by the grader according to the grading protocol. 
.  
In Figure 6.9, the CRAE measures are compared when an arteriole is re-tracked 
multiple times. Small difference is shown in CRAE measures between two automatic 
tracking processes, though both tracked edges do not reflect the vessel correctly, shown 
in Figure 6.9 (a) and (b). The repeated measurements of a vessel diameter can be 
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different and this has been noticed in both SIVA and IVAN measurements. The 
automatic tracking starts from a point on or close to the identified optic disk edge or 
the calculated zone edge. Different starting points result in different tracking paths of 
vessel edge. Thus, the diameter measured between the tracked edges may be different 
in each automatic tracking process. Figure 6.9(c) shows that the CRAE difference 
becomes larger when the tracking is manually corrected according to the protocol. This 
demonstrates that manual intervention in the vessel edge tracking process induces 
variations. Well-defined protocol and strict measurement rules can limit these variations. 
However, errors in automatic vessel tracking may be overlooked. Possible elimination 
of these errors can only be assumed when study population is large.  
 
6.5 Summary 
The summary method provides a solution to quantitatively measure retinal 
vessels by summarising the individual measures using the summary formulas. The 
simulation study has investigated the effects of the summary method using the revised 
formulas on the aspects of sample size, grader bias and systemic error, and random 
measurement error. The results have proven that these summary formulas are robust 
against variation and show promise in the population based studies.  
However, the simulation study also found that: (i) the summary formulas were 
inefficient to reduce the systemic errors and inter-grader variations if they were 
consistent in one direction; (ii) the subtle change on a single vessel can be masked by 
the summary formulas and thus difficult to be detected. Therefore, the summary method 
may not be suitable for monitoring the change of an individual vessel. Methods need to 
be developed for the future studies such as individual longitudinal study and retinal 
pulsation study. 
 The study of the measured vessel length experimentally proved that the mean 
value of individual vessel diameters varies with the measured vessel lengths. Retinal 
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vessel diameter assessments often report that the changes associated with the systemic 
diseases are small (Leung et al., 2003b, Smith et al., 2004). Therefore, the variations in 
the measurement are crucial for measurement reliability and assessment credibility. 
Minimising the variations in the individual vessel measurement can reduce the variation 
in the summary measures, and improve the reliability of assessment. The concept of the 
minimum measured vessel length of 400µm is suggested for this purpose.  
This chapter has also demonstrated the importance of a measurement protocol in 
the cause of variation. A proper measurement method with well-defined protocol is 
essential to eliminate measurement variation. A grader must follow strict rules defined 
in the protocol to achieve a reliable measurement result.  
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Chapter Seven 
 
Visualisation and Measurement of 
Retinal Vessel Dynamic Change 
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7.1  Introduction 
There is a technical distinction between the terms ‘variation’ and ‘variability’. 
Gerald Van Belle described ‘variability’ as one category of variation and ‘refers to 
natural variation in some quantity’, whereas ‘uncertainty refers to the degree of 
precision with which a quantity is measured’ (Van Belle, 2008). The term ‘variation’ 
used in this thesis refers to the various sources of variability and uncertainty, either one 
or the other.  
In Chapter 3 and 4, the cardiac ‘variability’ in the retinal vascular parameters was 
studied. In Chapter 5 and 6, the ‘uncertainty’ (measurement error) induced by the 
measurement protocol, graders and software was discussed. This chapter is to study the 
natural variability in the retinal vessels, and the visualisation and measurement of 
retinal vessel dynamic change are the focus. Dynamic changes among time series 
retinal images provide the information associated with the natural states of retinal 
vessels and retinal pathology (Morgan et al., 2004). ECG synchronised retinal 
photography introduced in Chapter 3 has established a platform for this study.  
 
7.2  Visualisation of Retinal Vessel Dynamic Change 
7.2.1 Flash-less Retinal Photography 
Retinal photography requires retina illumination through the pupil. Pupil dilation 
is often used in clinical settings to overcome pupil contraction (Morgan et al., 2004). 
This requires operation by an ophthalmic professional. Continuous retinal illumination 
makes patients feel uncomfortable. Furthermore, the retina illumination induces noise 
in the captured image. Light reflections from the background and vessel surface cause 
artifacts in the measurements, often known as uneven background and centre reflex 
(Kumar et al., 2012). In Figure 7.1, flash noise on a retinal image is shown and its 
impact on retinal vessel intensity profile. In Figure 7.1(b), the centre reflex often causes 
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false identification of vessel edges during automatic processing. The uneven edges in 
intensity profile induce the variation on diameter estimation. In Figure 7.1(c), the 
background light reflection noise that distorts the vessel edges is shown. This often 
causes difficulty and error in vessel extraction and tracking (Sofka et al, 2006).  
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 7.1 Light noise in a retinal image. (a) Retinal image with flash noise, centre reflex on a 
vessel and light reflection on background. (b) Grayscale intensity profile of a retinal venule 
with centre reflex. The location is marked on the image. (c) Grayscale intensity profile of a 
retinal arteriole with distorted edges due to background light reflection.   
 
Flash-less retinal photography using Infrared (IR) technology has been 
considered to overcome these problems (Elsner et al., 1996). IR light has longer 
wavelength than visible light and is invisible to human eyes. In Figure 7.2, the 
electromagnetic spectrum is shown. IR is used in daily lives, such as remote control 
and night vision surveillance, and safety can be assured. Near infrared wavelength 
range is employed in retinal imaging (Charbel et al., 2009, Neider, 2004), such as 
Spectralis® cSLO using 820 nm IR reflectance. Infrared photography technique was 
evaluated for the purpose of flash-less retinal imaging in this thesis. 
 Centre Reflex 
 Centre Reflex 
 Light Reflection 
 (b) 
 (c) 
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Figure 7.2 Electromagnetic spectrum and visible spectrum 
 
In Chapter 2, the mechanism of the retinal camera was introduced. The retinal 
camera captures an image with an attached digital camera body through a shared optical 
path, illuminating the retina with a built-in flash. The purpose-built flash-less retinal 
photography includes (i) near infrared light with peak wavelength 940nm and photon 
energy 1.2 eV that is invisible to human eyes; (2) camera body where built-in filter is 
removed to sensor full band of lights. The modification of the retinal camera was 
supervised by a military night vision company to ensure safety. The camera body 
modification and parameter adjustment were done professionally by a third party.  
The flash-less retinal camera is able to capture a retinal image successfully, shown 
in Figure 7.3. Compared to retinal image captured using a normal digital camera (Figure 
7.4), flash-less retinal image does not have full colour and looks different. For example, 
the retinal major vessels are nearly ‘filtered’ and the choroidal vasculature is visible. 
This is due to longer wavelengths that allows better penetration through blood and 
retinal pigment epithelium (Neider, 2004).  
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Figure 7.3 Flash-less infrared retinal photograph  
 
 
Figure 7.4 Normal retinal photograph of the same eye shown in Figure 7.3 
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The retinal images using the flash-less retinal photography are not suitable for 
current retinal vascular assessment where retinal vessels are study objects. The images 
captured using flash-less retinal camera contain similar features as indocyanine green 
angiography (Elsner et al., 1994) without invasive dye injection and the unique 
background pattern can be extracted as features for biometrics. Further study may 
improve image quality and discover other applications. 
 
7.2.2 Smartphone Based Retinal Imaging and Video Recording 
Welch Allyn iExaminer system (Allyn, 2014) is a recent retinal imaging method 
using smart phone and PanOptic™ Ophthalmoscope. This system was replicated in this 
thesis and evaluated for capturing continuous retinal images. Welch Allyn iExaminer 
system is only designed for Apple® iphone. This thesis redesigned the system to be 
usable with any smartphone. In Figure 7.5, the design of the PanOptic™ 
Ophthalmoscope with a customised removable mount is shown.  
 
Figure 7.5 Ophthalmoscope and adjustable mount to smart phone (latter not displayed). 
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            (a)             (b)                      (c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 7.6 Image montaging. Three images (a, b, c) were automatically selected from the 
image sequence (video) and formed into a larger view image (d).  
 
Though the integration of PanOptic™ Ophthalmoscope and smart phone has 
shown advantages of low cost and portability, the limitations are noted. Compared to 
the digital camera used in this thesis (Canon EOS 50D digital SLR camera with 18 
Megapixel image resolution), the smart phone can only capture up to 12 Megapixel 
resolution images using most current smart phone. The extracted images from the 
recorded video have lower resolution. Moreover, PanOptic™ Ophthalmoscope can 
only capture 15 degrees of view, which is approximately one third of the image captured 
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using 45 degree of view retinal cameras. This can be compensated using a montaging 
technique to form multiple images of 15 degree of view into a larger view and Figure 
7.6 shows an example of montaging multiple images using Retinal registration software 
(i2k Retina®, DualAlignTM). Furthermore, PanOptic™ Ophthalmoscope is held by 
the operator’s hand and photography is difficult due to movements of the hand, the 
patient’s head and eyeball.  
 
7.2.3 Visualisation of Time Series Retinal Photographs 
ECG synchronised retinal photography captures time series retinal images with 
time reference of the human cardiac cycle. These images can be formed into an image 
sequence. As the retinal vascular changes are considered to alter periodically with the 
cardiac cycle (Levine, 1998),  the repeat of image sequence shows retina dynamic and 
provides direct information of the retinal vascular dynamic change.  
Image registration is required to form the ECG synchronised retinal photographs 
correctly into an image sequence with the same spatial reference. The commercial retina 
registration software (i2k Retina®, DualAlignTM) is used to register all images to the 
first frame for each subject. Freeware AnimateGif (Version 1.1, Xylem Studios) is 
chosen to create GIF format animation. GIF format is considered as an image format 
that is small and easy for distribution. The examples can be downloaded from thesis 
CD or online (Appendix 1).  
 
7.3  Measurement of Retinal Vessel Dynamic Change 
The visualisation of retinal dynamic change can provide direct information to the 
optometrist or ophthalmologist for visual assessment of the eye. The dynamic change 
in time series retinal images needs to be quantitatively measured to ensure accurate 
assessment.  
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Current retinal image analysis is based on the captured single image where all 
vessels are considered to be still over time. However, this does not reflect the reality of 
the dynamic change of retinal vessels. The cause of the dynamic change includes the 
retinal pulsation and other unknown factors, previously discussed in chapter 2. Studies 
have previously reported that the retinal vessel dynamic change (retinal pulsation) 
differs between both the individuals and the vessels (Kumar et al., 2013, Moret et al., 
2011). Significant differences have been found on individual retinal vessel diameters 
across time series retinal images during the cardiac cycle, presented in Chapter 4.  
There is no established method to measure the change of retinal vessel across 
time series retinal images. In this part, methods are proposed to monitor these dynamic 
changes in retinal vessels. This will benefit a future study of retinal pulsation and 
longitudinal assessment in individuals. 
 
7.3.1 Materials and Methods 
Eighteen male volunteers aged 20 to 39 years were recruited. The selected 
participants were considered young and healthy. The exclusion criterion for the subjects 
was (i) any previous and current medical conditions, (ii) being on any medication and 
(iii) current smoker. Nine disc-centred retinal images of the non-dilated left eye of each 
participant (a total of 162 images) were captured using ECG synchronised retinal 
photography described previously in Chapter 3.  
The image processing and centreline perpendicular diameter measurement 
(CPDM) have been introduced in Chapter 3. The ideal vessel edges with a smooth 
change of the vessel direction provide good results using CPDM. However, when the 
retinal vessel edges are asymmetric or the changes of direction are irregular, the 
estimated diameters may not correspond with the same spatial location in time series 
images, shown in Figure 7.7 (top figure). Therefore, this thesis proposed fixed-point 
cross-section measurement (FPCM). FPCM sets fixed points equally on both edges 
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between the identified starting and ending points and monitors the distance change 
between the paired points located on two edges. When comparing the same vessel in 
time series images, FPCM results seem more related to the spatial change, with the 
estimated diameters close together or overlapped, as shown in the bottom figure of 
Figure 7.7. The diameters measured using FPCM are not traditionally defined retinal 
vessel diameters because the cross-section of paired fixed points are not always 
perpendicular to vessel direction. FPCM is proposed to measure the change of vessel 
in the same spatial location. Compution of the vessel direction vector and the 
centrelines are not required, thus the implementation of FPCM is simple and fast. 
 
 
Figure 7.7 A vessel segment measured in two of time series images. Top figure shows CPDM 
result. The measured points are not corresponding to same spatial location due to centreline 
displacement. Bottom figure using FPCM shows a reasonable result. 
 
The cross-section diameter measurement using FPCM includes the following 
steps: 1) start with the first point on one edge and identify the shortest distance to the 
other edge in the first frame of image sequence; 2) start with the first point on the other 
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edge and identify the shortest distance to another edge; 3) compare the distances from 
step 1 and 2. The shorter one is selected as the starting line and extended; 4) check if 
this extended line has two edge crossing points in all registered time series images. If 
failed, move to next point and repeat step 1 to 3 until the starting line has crossing points 
on both edges in all time series images; 5) use the same process to find the ending line; 
6) set the fixed points equally on both edges between starting and ending lines in 
registered time series images; and 7) calculate the cross-section diameter between the 
paired points located on two edges. 
In Figure 7.8, the measurements of the continuous vessel edge changes in time 
series retinal images using CPDM and FPCM methods are compared. Nine curves in 
the top figure show the diameter measures of the same vessel change along the vessel 
length in time series images using CPDM method. These curves have similar shapes 
that indicate high correlation (Pearson correlation coefficients are calculated in the 
result). This correlation can be also observed in the measures using FPCM method, 
shown in bottom figure. 
 
Figure 7.8 The estimated change of same vessel from time series images (nine images) are 
measured using CPDM (top figure) and FPCM (bottom figure).   
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7.3.2 Results and Discussion 
A total of 621 retinal arterioles and 693 venules were tracked and measured from 
time series retinal images of 18 subjects. The mean value and standard deviation are 
calculated from each arteriole and venule and averaged, shown in Table 7.1. Paired t-
test shows no significant difference between the measures using CPDM and FPCM 
methods (P<0.001).  
Table 7.1 Continuous diameter measurement using CPDM and FPCM methods 
Diameter 
(pixel) 
Arterioles Venules 
Mean SD Mean SD 
CPDM 13.67 1.38 15.51 2.02 
FPCM 14.10 1.45 16.08 2.11 
Pearson correlation coefficient is used to assess the correlation between CPDM 
and FPCM methods, which are 0.59 for retinal arterioles and 0.62 for retinal venules. 
This indicates moderate correlation between the two methods. The average correlation 
coefficients among time series images are 0.68 for arterioles and 0.72 for venules using 
CPDM, while 0.71 for arterioles and 0.71 for venules using FPCM.  
When estimating the dynamic change of a single vessel, three parameters, the 
mean ratio, standard deviation ratio (SD ratio) and correlation, are proposed to measure 
the change quantitatively. The mean value represents the size of the vessel, which is 
similar to retinal vessel diameter in other retinal vascular assessment. The mean ratio, 
which is defined as the mean value of vessel diameters at different cardiac points 
divided by the mean value in the first frame of time series images, is proposed to 
normalize the individual differences. Therefore, the mean ratio in the first frame is fixed 
to 1. Similarly, SD ratio is proposed to standardise the SD values. The changes of SD 
ratio at different cardiac cycle points shows the perpendicular change of vessel edges. 
The correlation is calculated between the vessel diameter matrix at each cardiac cycle 
point and those of first frame. Higher correlation value indicates higher similarity of 
the edge shapes.  
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Figure 7.9 Proposed retinal vessel dynamic change measurement using CPDM. The change can 
be represented with the mean ratio, SD ratio and correlation.  
In Figure 7.9, an example of the changes in a retinal arteriole over the cardiac 
cycle is shown. The mean ratios are close to one, which indicates minor changes in 
vessel size over the time. Both mean ratio and SD ratio are smaller between the cardiac 
cycle point 6 and 7, which indicates vessel size and change become smaller. The 
dynamic change of vessel size appears larger at point 5 and 8. The vessel shape change 
is large during the middle points of cardiac cycle. In Figure 7.10, similar results are 
shown when same vessel is measured using FPCM.  
 
Figure 7.10 Retinal vessel dynamic change measurement using FPCM. 
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Both CPDM and FPCM methods have advantages and limitations. CPDM 
follows the vessel direction vector and the estimate is approximate to the definition of 
retinal vessel diameter. The drawback of CPDM is that the centreline perpendicular 
diameter does not reflect corresponding changes in the same spatial location where the 
centrelines have displacement across time series images. If the direction vector has a 
sudden change of direction, measurement error will occur. The concept of FPCM is to 
monitor distance changes between fixed points located on both vessel edges. It is simple 
and easy to implement. The computation time depends on the tracked vessel length but 
FPCM is faster than CPDM. Though FPCM reflects changes of retinal vessel edges 
over time, estimates using FPCM may be misread when the measured vessel has a large 
curve. When the appearance of a vessel is close to a straight line, the measures using 
CPDM and FPCM methods illustrate high similarity, shown in Figure 7.11. 
 
7.4 Summary 
This chapter focused on methodology development for the visualisation and 
measurement of retinal dynamics. It studied and verified several methods for the 
purposes of capturing time series retinal images and visualising retinal vessel change. 
ECG synchronised retinal photography creates a platform for capturing multiple retinal 
images synchronized with the cardiac cycle. Visualisation of the retinal image sequence 
using ECG synchronised photographs provided direct view of retinal vascular 
dynamics.  
New methods have been developed to measure the retinal dynamics 
quantitatively based on consideration of three aspects of retinal vessel changes: (i) the 
change on vessel size; (ii) the edge change perpendicular to vessel direction; and (iii) 
the change on edge shape. Both CPDM and FPCM methods have demonstrated the 
ability of quantitatively measuring and monitoring the vessel changes across time series 
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retinal images. This preliminary study has built a framework for future methodology 
development, and clinical study is needed to verify this method. 
 
 
Figure 7.11 Dynamic measures of a vessel using CPDM and FPCM show similar results 
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Conclusion and Future Work 
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8.1  Conclusion  
Retinal vascular parameters have been shown to have association with a number 
of disease conditions. However, outcomes have not yet demonstrated an improvement 
in risk assessment (Sun et al., 2009). Earlier studies have suggested that poor specificity 
of the retinal vascular assessment against disease is because of variations in the 
measurements. However, this has not been comprehensively studied, nor methods to 
mitigate these variations identified.  
This thesis has comprehensively studied the variations and their sources in retinal 
vascular assessment. It has concluded that there are significant variations due to a range 
of factors and has identified some methods to reduce the variability. The findings of 
this thesis can be summarised as follows: 
i. It has been confirmed that random retinal photography without consideration of 
the cardiac cycle leads to large variations in measurement. There is significant 
difference in the individual vessel diameter of retinal arterioles and venules during 
the cardiac cycle.  
ii. The summary diameters, which are summarised from the individual diameters 
using the revised formulas, have non-significant variation during the cardiac cycle.  
iii. Other retinal vascular parameters, such as tortuosity, branching angle, LDR and 
fractal dimension, have none to little variation during the cardiac cycle.  
iv. ECG synchronised retinal photography is able to reduce the variations in retinal 
vascular diameter measurements. 
v. Significant inter-grader variability was found when commercially available semi-
automated retinal vascular measurement software was used. This raises the need 
for caution in interpreting assessment results and comparing between different 
studies. The significant variations between graders also suggest that there is need 
for a more well-defined measurement protocol. 
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vi. Measurement software and protocols induce variations in the aspects of vessel 
selection and the regions where vessels are measured. There are significant 
differences in the measures using different software programs or conducted at 
different regions. This indicates that the results measured using different software 
programs or at different regions are not comparable.  
vii. The study of the summary method has confirmed that the summary method is 
robust against variation in retinal vascular diameter measurement. However, the 
work also shows that small changes such as due to the cardiac cycle are not 
captured when the summary measures are taken, and indicates that subtle changes 
are masked by the summary method.  
viii. Simulation study demonstrates that the summary method is suitable for comparing 
different groups in population-based studies but not for monitoring small changes 
of an individual. The summary method used in current retinal vascular assessment 
shows the limitation in the assessment of individual vessel or individual person.  
 
8.2  Methodology Improvement 
This thesis has concluded based on statistically significant experimental results 
that there are various sources of variation in retinal vascular assessment, which are due 
to a range of causes such as the timing of the photograph, and methods of measuring 
the parameters. Following are some suggestions to reduce the variation and thus 
improve the relevance of retinal image analysis. 
i. The study of measurement software and ROI has found that the variation in retinal 
vessel summary diameter is less if a longer length of vessel is measured. The results 
suggest that the minimum length of measured vessel should be over 400µm to 
minimise possible variation.  
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ii. The measurements conducted in Zone C shows less variation compared to Zone B 
measures. Therefore, software and methods conducted in Zone C are suggested for 
reliable retinal vascular assessment.  
iii. To minimise uncertain variations induced in retinal vascular measurement, ECG 
synchronised retinal photography is suggested to synchronise the photographs at 
ECG R-waves. The novel methodology described in the thesis has demonstrated 
the ability to minimise cardiac variations.  
iv. ECG synchronised retinal photographs provide the opportunity to study retinal 
vessel dynamic changes using high-resolution images that are essential for 
detecting minor changes. Several methods to visualise and quantitatively measure 
retinal vessel dynamic changes have been proposed in this thesis.  
 
8.3  Future Work 
This thesis has comprehensively investigated the process of current retinal 
vascular assessment. The findings have assured current assessment methodology but 
also demonstrated the limitations and need for improvement. Based on the findings of 
this thesis, the future work is suggested. 
Current semi-automated measurement methods require significant manual 
intervention from a trained grader. This has not only restricted the modality to be 
accessed by patients who are not located close to major medical facilities, but it also 
leads to significant variations. An automated retinal vascular assessment is essential for 
minimising the variations and for wider access of retinal image analysis.  
There are potential applications of vasculature pulsation for diagnostic purposes. 
However, this requires clinical studies that may use the technological developments 
reported in this thesis to validate and test for disease associations. 
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Appendix 
Appendix 1: Visualisation of Retinal Dynamic 
The animated retinal dynamic can be viewed using ECG synchronised retinal 
photographs described in Chapter 7. The animation can be downloaded from online or 
thesis CD.   
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2t3nwbbahp3yr7w/94.gif 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/eun2cd776kwq5i0/101.gif 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/j7cy1gwuc4lp0aq/120.gif 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/476lh4t5zm77v6a/123.gif 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ad50a6dxczm5tbu/126.gif 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/eb4z14yxaxc30xn/136.gif 
 
